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Donna Huanca fotografata da Marc Goehring a Berlino
«Mi è stato chiesto di fotografare una persona vera, e ho scelto uno degli esseri umani più
veri, genuini e sinceri che io abbia mai conosciuto: Donna Huanca è un’artista e una
splendida donna che ho la grandissima fortuna di poter definire una mia cara amica.
Donna è una role model, in questo momento incarna la moda al 100% attraverso la sua
essenza più autentica e la sua arte, che si esprime in special modo con performance e
sculture».

GIACCA,CHARLOTTE KNOWLES; BLAZER E GONNA DI PELLE SINTETICA, PATRIZIA
PEPE.
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Donna Huanca fotografata da Marc Goehring a Berlino
GIACCA E GONNA DI MAGLIA, SANDALI DI PELLE E MAXI TOTE DI PELLE IMBOTTITA,
BOTTEGA VENETA.
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In conversation:
Donna Huanca and
Lyra Pramuk
The duo let us wander their world of creative expression and emergence.
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Initiating us into their dance of storytelling are Lyra Pramuk and Donna Huanca; two
world-builders, cutting-edge multidisciplinary artists and regular collaborators, but
most of all, kindred spirits. The tools of creation employed by each may
differ—Pramuk is a vocalist and electronic musician, while Huanca works primarily
with paint, sculpture, installation and performance—yet both sustain emotion,
sensuality and devotion as the focal points of their artistry. In her practice, Huanca
paints models in psychedelic hues and encourages them to engage in
non-choreographed, almost meditative performances in site-specific rooms designed
by the artist herself. At first glance, Pramuk works within a medium distanced from
Huanca’s visually-soaked realm: on her much-anticipated debut album, Fountain,
Pramuk has fabricated a seven-track world entirely out of her own voice. In essence,
however, the two artists both utilize the body as a boundless spring and urge us to
unlock its potential by embracing processes of continual transformation. Glamcult
meets the artists in Huanca’s studio in Berlin, but this time around, we retreat to a
green corner of the room while the two enter their own magical dance of words and
ideas.

Huanca: I’ve seen you blossom like a flower since we first met. In one of our early
meetings, we were talking about the future and all the things you wanted to do.
Today, you’ve made some hard decisions, you’ve taken action to put your record out,
and that’s such a vulnerable thing to do; to not know how people are going to react,
since this album doesn’t really have a beat, it’s not within the scene, it feels a-historic
in a way. Similarly to my own work, in which I also don’t look at history. Things just
happen.
Pramuk: Someone asked me the other day, “Where do you see yourself in history?”
All I could think of as a reply was that I can just trace my influences. I’ve been sitting
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on my computer making weird stuff for like six years, and I don’t see myself as part
of history. I do what I need to be doing. Just like life—it exists because it needs to.
There’s a certain autonomy to it; something with its own agency.
Huanca: And that’s OK; it’s enough. We’re tricked into believing that we have to
give it a categorization or a reference. But you have to also think about where those
references are coming from. They’re usually Euro-centric and come from a very
specific place by people who won and wrote history, and thus destroyed other
histories. Fuck all of that! I like making my own language.
Pramuk: Your work has become much more visible, and you work with institutions
so much more often now. How do you feel about your background in music and DIY
punk culture? How do you carry that ethos?
Huanca: Well, I always think about the relationship with my models as a new form
of band. I used to be in bands and I had such intimate relationships, where you had
to really be on the same page to make a good composition or improvisation. All of
those experiences have helped me be flexible to other people’s sensitivities. I really
want to hear other people out, I want to see what they’re thinking, but also allow
them to be free.
Pramuk: Your cast of collaborators, models and everyone you work with to bring
the show to life, it does feel like a collective. I mean, we’ve been friends for a long
time, but I remember when you first asked me to come into your work, the overriding
sense was of joining a community.
Huanca: I don’t take full responsibility for my shows, because it’s not me doing it;
it’s everybody doing it. The audience and the performer are experiencing an
alignment in real-time. So we’re all contributing to this larger alignment at that
moment. It’s very brave, it requires a lot of sensitivity, and it’s triggering, especially if
you’re performing. That’s how I’ve gotten to know you, too. For each of my shows,
we’re so close as I paint your body. I don’t really know what you will look like in the
end, but I’m going by the conversations that we have and the energy that you bring.
It’s what tells me what colour to paint you and how to do your hair. Every little aspect
is just energy exchange.
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Pramuk: This ties in with the inherent trust-building of the work we do. I think this
has definitely affected how I think of economies I’m a part of too. In that context,
being part of your performance environment is such a spiritual thing that I always
sort of trip out. Just thinking about looking out at the audience that’s coming to
consume an art product but discovers a disruption of that consumerism… The
performance, it feels like, is transcending anything within capitalism. Do you get
what I’m trying to say?
Huanca: Absolutely, because you’re not for sale. You are autonomous, ephemeral
and temporarily present. All of my work begins with the body and that intimate
moment we have when I’m painting you. That trust you give me as a model gives me
the courage to make marks. I also don’t really like the word performance, but I guess
that’s what it’s easily described as.
Pramuk: Yeah, words are clumsy.
Huanca: But it’s important to distinguish that you can’t intellectualize the moment
a work is being performed. Art is elitist and people try to bring all these tropes to the
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work. Yet you can’t intellectualize something that’s still going on, something that’s
being created in front of you. It all goes back to the idea of thinking about something
versus actually doing it, and those are very different things.
Pramuk: You talk about being able to define something in intellectual terms, but
also in market terms, which is something else I think about a lot. In the music
industry, and when you’re a singer, there are these expectations and codes of being a
pop musician. I restarted my music project at the time I began transitioning, which
was about the time when we met and started collaborating. Being a part of your work
is an experience in itself, and you have to pay attention whilst that experience is
happening. This led me to think about my live performances in terms of escaping
intellectual or market value; my concerts as a spiritual or religious experience.
Huanca: Right! That’s what I find so beautiful about your performances, and you
can see it; especially knowing you, and knowing how smart you are and how much
you devote to your work. But actually, when I experience your show, it’s beyond what
you know and what I know. It’s tapping into something that’s very subconscious,
universal and human. I remember when you first let me listen to the record, I started
crying and I’m not even that emo! But I felt the pain and the way that you’ve been
working on it.
Pramuk: Yes, I played you one of the opening tracks in the car, and when the first
vocal came up you saw this image of a girl sitting and combing her hair, sort of
defeated. Or like, almost in the action of brushing her hair, so it feels like a defeat but
she’s still doing something, organizing something, trying to get herself together. A
kind of impetus towards healing and always trying to make yourself better through
working on yourself. One of the images from your work that hits me emotionally the
most is a piece of clear vinyl that you’d scorched with fire so that there are burn
marks. It was a body piece on one of the model’s stomach. That hit me so much, it’s
such a visceral feeling of your gut burning. I think we’re all sort of carrying wounds
like that, but to display the wound in your own work, it felt very healing to me. Make
the wound visible so you can start to heal.
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Huanca: A lot of the mark-making I do with the body is not supposed to be
beautiful, although it somehow is in the end. I think the totality of it is something I
consider beautiful. There’s a lot of pain in beauty, so when I hear your album, I just
feel the pain and the struggle of there just being so many different voices emerging at
the same time. Just like a mermaid, or this deep-seated creature that is alien but is
trying to find her particle form. We capture this emergence of beauty and all the
nasty things that come with it too.
Pramuk: And that’s the most vulnerable and powerful thing. To just be real about
that pain, to say it and not run away from it. It’s so strengthening to name what has
hurt us. I was trying to do that in some way when I was working on the music, but we
started talking about the album artwork before most of the songs were even finished.
At the time, I had been working on a sort of water journey through the pieces, writing
down and drawing every form of water I could possibly find. Water is so
transformational and connected to so many cultures and rituals: baptism, bathing,
cleaning or purging. Graphic designer Gergö Kovács, who I also worked with on the
artwork, they added a butterfly to the design. Did you know that when the caterpillar
goes to make a cocoon, and once it’s inside the cocoon, the first thing that happens
before it turns into a butterfly is its whole body turns into liquid?
Huanca: Whaaaat?
Pramuk: The cells are called “imaginal cells”.
Huanca: Imaginal?
Pramuk: Like imagination, the cells of the liquid.
Huanca: Wow.
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Pramuk: Isn’t that beautiful?
Huanca: Yes, because to transform we have to dissolve and it’s ugly. Allowing
yourself to dissolve, I think that’s where people get stuck, because we’re taught to
identify as one thing or another. That’s why I think it’s important to create and let go,
and also to be OK with making ugly things. I know that you were going through a lot
when you were working with your voice, for example. I remember you expressing the
uncomfortable aspects of using your lower voice versus your higher voice, and how
you were training to navigate this. Using the things that you were not comfortable
with for the purpose within a bigger scheme of things.
Pramuk: Oh my god, thank you for saying that! For three years, I was just hoping to
find a way to make a whole record where my voice would sound feminine. It was a
really big change and growth in myself to just say, “I have to accept my whole voice
for what it is. I’m going to accept my whole voice for what it is. And I’m going to
accept where my body has been and the journey I have been on.” That’s something
you really embody. I think you renew yourself continuously.
Huanca: Yeah, and it’s really hard, but it’s also our duty. It’s not like we’ll reach the
perfect form eventually. There’s no such thing. Still, meditation has helped me to
kind of stop and become cells; to listen to myself and let all the voices dissolve.
Pramuk: I just want to go back for a second and say something about singing in the
low voice. When you’re a transfeminine person, hormones never make your voice
higher. Whereas for transmasculine people who take hormones, the voice does
become lower. In my case as a transfeminine person, the voice never became higher,
but I can change it since it’s a muscle. This made me think, what is a natural voice
for a transgender woman? What makes a voice natural? Is it something that exists or
can be defined?
Huanca: Well, I think that’s up to you, because you can train yourself to have the
voice you want. Or you can work towards it. I don’t even know what nature is at this
point, but for me you embody so much more than a feminine voice or a masculine
voice. You are all of that and then some more. I think that this record is so beautiful,
because you embrace all of those sides and the spectrum of the voices that you have,
seeing how important the low voice is to make certain dynamics in the songs.
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Pramuk: Actually, one of my favourite quotes is by a Pakistani singer, Abida
Parveen, who has a huge vocal range. In an interview, someone asked about her
being a woman and being a singer, and she said, “I don’t think at all about gender
when I’m on stage. I’m a vessel for energy and that’s it.” That’s so cool!
Huanca: Yeah! It’s important to make this work human, because we all have a body
and we’re all dissolving and disintegrating. That’s the point.
Pramuk: And there are so many ways of being; it’s just not factual. We’ve talked
about this before in another context, about nature. You said to me once, something
about the green, earthy nature versus—
Huanca: —a completely plastic body.
Pramuk: Or a cybernetic body. What do you think of nature when you think about
materials in your work, but also just in general?
Huanca: I think we can’t see nature just as the granola we eat or as biodegradable
stuff. That’s not nature. For me, nature is nasty and plastic; all these UV colours and
things that look beyond natural. When you think of the underwater world and the
creatures that are yet to be discovered, it’s beyond our [stereotypical] image of
nature. I’m more about embracing as natural the things that we’ve overproduced,
such as plastic. Taking those materials and owning the fact that, yeah, it wasn’t made
by nature, but what is nature? The number of products that we make today, and the
amount of consumerism that’s out there, that’s natural at this point. We can’t be
stuck to what happened before the Industrial Revolution. We have the power to
create our own bodies, voices and identities. At this point, whatever we want to do is
natural.
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Pramuk: There are these two designers, Beatriz Colomina and Mark Wigley, who
compiled a book in which they talk about how technology and design originate from
within ourselves. We developed technology and then it changed the environment and
hence our bodies. One example they use is about the web of a spider, which exists in
the body of the spider, which then builds the web outside of itself. Everything that we
have made as humans is part of nature, because we are nature.
Huanca: We created it.
Pramuk: Yeah… Mm, do you wanna take a pee break for a sec?
Huanca: Sure, do you wanna pee first?

Pramuk: So, when I try to explain your work to other people, I tell them it’s
Andean-futuristic, as you once told me. It’s also about decolonizing and picking up
scraps of indigenous and Bolivian culture and practices, and sort of reimagining
them into the future. What’s so impressive about it is the constant resampling that
happens through the multimedia world that you’ve built. I feel the same way when I
make songs. I want them to feel like they’re living and breathing, and that they’re not
set in stone and can change. In a way, it’s a paradox.
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Huanca: Yeah, but we’re creative and we’re always afraid of repeating ourselves. But
if you really zoom in deep enough, you can find new content [within your own work].
There’s micro-evolution in every piece I make, and it’s important to honour that.
Pramuk: I think it’s really beautiful to see that as some kind of floral blossoming. If
one looks at your exhibitions over the years, a continuous, effectual evolution seeps
through; it’s really gorgeous. I think I connect with that a lot, because I sample
myself a lot in my work too. When I’m putting a track together, often the samples I
have access to are sample packs, or things that have been made by someone else, or
samples sold by a company. That’s how a lot of people make music, but because I
work with my voice in such an intimate way, it feels weird to juxtapose that with
material that came from a source I’m not familiar with. So that’s the reason why I
started to make things totally out of my own voice. It felt like it was entirely mine.
Huanca: I feel like also you’re creating a self-sustaining world for yourself, because
you rely on yourself to create new content versus looking to what’s outside. We’re
also so bombarded with images, and for me it’s important to just go into myself and
go into the work I’ve made and sort of sample from that. That sampling process can
go on for ever, but it’s also interesting because it does trigger you to invent new
things, and that’s what some people don’t see. When you look at what you’ve done,
then you’re sort of finding ways to evolve from there while still being authentic to
yourself.
Pramuk: A lot of my reluctance to bring in material that may have been made
somewhere else, or is for sale, is that I want to feel somehow authentically part of
what I make. I know you’re also really sensitive to the context of where your
exhibitions take place; the architecture, the lighting of the space, all of these
elements you think so carefully about. I think I relate to that too; every concert that I
play I think so much about the audience, the size of the room and the stage, the
height of the ceilings, the quality and strength of the sound system. I feel like each
time I do a performance, it feels like a new thing. Every single time. Even if the set is
exactly the same as last time, it feels totally new.
Huanca: Yes, that makes you human! I feel it’s so important to know all of those
aspects of the room. For me, one of the first conversations I have with galleries is
about the location of the bathrooms in the space and their proximity to the stage. My
models need to have somewhere to go! Museums and galleries are so confused. They
think, “Oh, people are just going to show up and it’s easy,” and I’m like, “No, you
have to feed them, you have to keep them warm, you have to bring security.” Art
spaces are not used to this. They’re used to hanging something on the wall, lighting it
and being done. In a way, with every performance, we realize how we are changing
the system, one show at a time. We’re sort of teaching people how to care for others,
how to be sensitive, how to look for different social cues to tell someone to leave. It’s
very sensitive.
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Pramuk: It’s super similar in the electronic music scene too. A lot of what my
friends and I do is based on the body, but a lot of these events are made for people
who mostly use equipment or a laptop. It’s a different kind of consideration that goes
in when it’s your body that’s the vessel. You need time to meditate, enough water, a
good meal and time to warm up and stretch before you start. A lot of the places I play
are electronic music spaces and there’s this kind of contradiction between awareness
of working with bodies and people who are using their bodies.
Huanca: The commitment still needs to be there. The institutions or venues that
you play at, they have to be aware of what you require. You’re not just going to show
up there with your laptop. I think that’s what makes us all grow together: things can
get better one performance at a time.
Pramuk: Yes! We’re into that live experience. That’s the heart and centre of
everything that we do. It’s having that one-to-one, giving people an experience where
they’re on their own terms and can have an experience with performative work; a
living, breathing moment. That’s so special, we need so much more of that in our
world today.
Huanca: Yeah, that’s why it’s sort of slowly making its way to the art world. This
urgency to feel something and be in a space where people are embodying themselves.
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It’s not about finishing work; it’s a work in progress. This makes me think of the
exchange of privilege to work with you on the album artwork! I mean, I had never
really taken a photograph before.
Pramuk: But that was such a blessing. We were here, like, very caffeinated,
sprawled out all on the floor of your apartment with my hair out in spirals on the
floor. I mean, it was such a trip! Considering that you’d never taken photographs
before, the images that we got are amazing.
Huanca: That’s why I think it’s such an exchange. If I wasn’t comfortable with you, I
wouldn’t have been able to speak with you and direct you the way I did. If you
weren’t comfortable with me, you probably wouldn’t have let someone talk to you
like that.
Pramuk: I probably wouldn’t have been topless on your apartment floor!
Huanca: For me, that’s such a privilege; to be able to see you grow and go into your
own. It’s going to go on, this is just a pause. Whenever we talk, or whenever we’re
able to create something together, I learn so much. For me, this is how I
communicate now, this is how I have friendships and growth, through
collaborations. The image we made for your album cover makes so much sense now.
Pramuk: It does!
Huanca: It’s like you’re emerging…
Pramuk: We are emerging.

Photography by Joseph Kadow
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La artista Donna Huanca dice querer que sus modelos “sean colaboradoras”. (Tracy Nguyen para The New York Times)
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Donna Huanca
Disrupting the Male Gaze
“I want to create a new way of looking at the feminine gaze
and disrupting the male gaze."
“The body is a universal tissue.” Meet the cutting-edge Bolivian-American
artist Donna Huanca and experience her striking site-specific multimedia
installation that brings together sculpture, scent, sound, performance and
painting – on canvas as well as on the skin of the female models.
The models in Huanca’s exhibition move slowly. The artist feels that there
is so much drama in the paintings and the way that the models are
painted, that she wants to present something quite still “so that the
audience can really determine the different layers and see the
bodypainting echoed in the painting behind them.” Huanca feels that the
body is always a good starting point, when “creating a bond with a
stranger,” as it is something, we all have, making us able to relate to each
other regardless of race, class or gender. When she studied painting,
Huanca felt that “staying within the boundaries” of the medium was
confining, and she was hence attracted to the free and ephemeral
qualities of bodypainting: “There are no mistakes, and there are no
pressures of it being this heroic canvas.”
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For her exhibition, Huanca wanted to create an artificial landscape that
mimics the two-dimensional screen-based world we live in: “We’re
obsessed with looking at a two-dimensional screen, so I wanted to use the
opportunity to make an artificial landscape with this very cold artificial
light that we’re surrounded by.” In continuation of this, she wanted to
create a space that the models feel safe in and also to present women in a
powerful way, where they have complete agency: “I want to create a new
way of looking at the feminine gaze and disrupting the male gaze.
Historically, women have been depicted as vulnerable in art, typically
made by men and for men.”
Donna Huanca (b. 1980) is an American artist born to Bolivian parents.
Huanca is particularly known for her painterly installations mixing painting,
sculpture, sound, and scent with live performance. Her practice is rooted in
an aesthetic and philosophical examination of the biochemical heritage
and cultural history of the body. Especially in her use of the skin as a
canvas and performative tool, she deconstructs the gender and body
policies dominating our time and introduces an alternative gaze on the
body. Huanca has held solo exhibitions at Belvedere Museum in Vienna,
Yuz Museum in Shanghai, Travesía Cuatro in Madrid and Zabludowicz
Collection in London among others.
Donna Huanca was interviewed by Roxanne Bagheshirin Lærkesen at
Copenhagen Contemporary in Copenhagen, Denmark in April 2019 in
connection with her solo exhibition ‘Lengua Llorona’.
Camera: Rasmus Quistgaard and Roxanne Bagheshirin Lærkesen
Produced and edited by: Roxanne Bagheshirin Lærkesen
Cover photo: From ‘Lengua Llorona’ by Donna Huanca. Courtesy of Peres
Projects and the artist
Copyright: Louisiana Channel, Louisiana Museum of Modern Art, 2019
Supported by Nordea-fonden
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Ilona Szwarc
I am a woman and I cast no shadow, #17, 2016
AA|LA

Silicone has a meandering, illustrious history. British chemist Frederic Stanley
Kipping pioneered some of the first major investigations into the compound (which
is made up of silicon and oxygen atoms) in 1927. Since then, its shape-shifting
potential has inspired everyone from astronauts to plastic surgeons: Neil
Armstrong wore silicone-tipped gloves during the first-ever moonwalk; cosmetic
surgery has long relied on the material for breast implants; and it’s a favorite of
both sex-toy and cookware companies.
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Given its potency in popular culture, as well as its malleability, it’s no wonder that
silicone has inspired artists, too. In its solid, rubbery form, it easily conjures
distinctions between the natural and the man-made. It evokes a consumer society
obsessed with performance, innovation, and the pliability of
self-presentation—metaphor is, indeed, embedded in its chemical make-up.
Many sculptors who work with the material are also intrigued by its connection to
the uncanny and grotesque. “I like silicone because of its flesh-like consistency and
the way it holds light,” artist Hannah Levy explained. “There’s a kind of
luminosity to it if you add just the right amount of pigment that makes it look like
it has some kind of life of its own.” She’s used the medium to construct works that
approximate objects as varied as a pink swing, a massive asparagus stalk, and deck
chairs. Below, we examine Levy’s work and that of seven other contemporary
artists who use silicone to unique, radical ends.

Donna Huanca
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When asked what she finds most interesting about silicone, artist Donna Huanca
offered an equally intriguing answer: “the ephemerality of it, the smell.” The
material does, indeed, produce a synthetic reek. Embedded in artwork, it produces
olfactory sensations that can intensify a viewer’s visual experience.
Huanca (who shows with Berlin gallery Peres Projects) has long been known for
her performances that situate paint-covered models in the gallery setting among her
multimedia sculptures, and she’s recently added silicone to her repertoire to
heighten the drama. She gives her performers glass vials filled with liquid silicone
and their choreography invites them to paint it, intuitively, onto plexiglass. “These
silicone paintings are temporary, as they peel the silicone once dried,” Huanca
said. “I love the idea of creating ephemeral paintings.” The fleeting nature of the
artworks encourages the audience to enjoy the moment.
Huanca said she’s particularly interested in Andean futurism and meditative
practices. Her art often suggests an alternate realm, decades from now, where nude
women aren’t watched for titillating purposes, but for their own creative potential.
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Donna Huanca: 5
answers in 1 minute from the
spectacular young artist who
paints on bodies and on
canvas
There are names that circulate in the contemporary art world which
resemble little refrains that get stuck in your head.
You hear them here and there at art fairs and museums on the other side of
the world, you spot them in sophisticated programmes, yet you’re so
preoccupied by the mass of information that you can’t even attempt to
identify their work.
For a few years, this was the case for me with Donna Huanca (born in 1980),
an American artist of Bolivian origin who lives in Berlin.
That is, until the day in 2017 when I saw an extraordinary performance of
hers organized at Art Basel by the gallerist Javier Peres from Berlin. The
rituals she establishes are unique.
She doesn’t participate in them directly, but instead stages an immersive
aesthetic context (complete with sound, smells, sculptures…) with
performers walking around covered in body paint.
She considers these body paintings to be works of art. She considers the
performance itself to be a work of art.
She also prepares these performances in her studio in the presence of
models, which she documents with the aid of photography (Javier Peres
insists that these photos are not works of art) and from this she produces
paintings on canvas.
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She starts by making collages of printed images, which she then paints
over using the same raw materials she worked with on the bodies of the
models, usually with her hands. This has been her work process for seven
years and according to Javier Peres it’s evolved a lot in recent years. “She’s
fascinating because her work is a mixture of intuition and intelligence. It
all comes from her heart and her gut, but also from her knowledge and her
Aymara heritage. The Aymara are a people who live in the Lake Titicaca
region.”
Donna Huanca willingly applied herself to the one-minute answers game. Her
comments are well articulated. The comparison with Yves Klein, which
people often make when discussing her work, is not seen to be flattering. Our
meeting took place a few months ago while she was preparing for her
large-scale retrospective currently showing until 6 January at the Belvedere
Museum in Vienna. Javier Peres also promises there will soon be an
exhibition at a museum on the West Coast of the United States.

Why and where did you become an artist?

https://youtu.be/bojX1pBgX4A
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What do you think of Yves Klein?

https://youtu.be/QmFyzKI5AWw

Is performance the key to your work?

https://youtu.be/cPMEF42GNso
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What is your next dream?

https://youtu.be/27NQQ2hwUOI

What would you like people to remember about you?

https://youtu.be/QDQv9CUmAMo
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New Establishment: Donna Huanca
Donna Huanca creates live sculptural pieces—working
primarily with the nude female body, painted and
re-formed—that explore ideas of space and identity. Emily
Steer spoke to the American artist as she prepared to
undertake the Zabludowicz Collection’s Annual
Commission in autumn 2016.

Portrait by Paul Physioc. Courtesy the artist
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Can you tell me a little about your upcoming Zabludowicz Collection show?
All my works are very sensitive to their environment—perhaps it’s an
attempt to take possession of a space—and it is impossible to ignore the
context that the works are born in. The Zabludowicz space is unique and
quite perfect, because it is both a former Methodist chapel and a former
drama school. The sacred geometry lends itself to dissection; the exhibition
is an exciting recalibration of this space. For this piece I am creating seven
points of entry that will deepen as you infiltrate the space, as in the layers
of the skin. There will be several performances throughout the exhibition
where the works will evolve over time. I am creating a new sound
installation that will act as a guide, including sound sculptures that will
respond to the presence of the body.
Do you have quite a specific idea about what you’d like from your models
and performers, or are each of them quite self-led?
It’s a combination of both. I set up environments for the models to occupy,
introduce them to the space, and encourage their feedback and movement.
Although the performances are mildly choreographed, most of the actions
are actually chosen by the models. I allow the works to unravel live and
respond to the circumstance of the present moment that they are
performed in. Essentially, I don’t want to control anything, but of course a
blueprint of control is necessary. I now have a core group of models that I
have been working with for years, so we have developed a language of
trust. The artworks I create are always in service of the models—to shelter
or mirror, they are always created in relation to the body.
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Culo (Pecosa), 2015. Photo by Trevor Good, courtesy the artist
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The nude female figure is an instantly noticeable part of the work, and yet it
doesn’t feel like an overtly sexualized display of nudity. When did you begin
working with the female body, and what impact do you hope it will have on
your audience?
Undeniably, I use the body and skin as a visual language. There is a
strategy of resistance against the disappearance of the body that results in
intangible fleeting moments. I have always used live models in my work,
early on as performers in my sound project, Rua Minx, or recently to
enliven or activate my static (dead) artworks. There is nothing more
familiar, or abstract, to me than my own body. My works are an attempt to
research this flesh casing while challenging its triggering effect on others,
both politically and emotionally. The feminine form has been fetishized
since the beginning of time; first worshipped, now brutalized. My work is an
attempt at reclaiming the power of the female form by allowing the
audience to witness a visceral experience.
You work with a very pleasing palette. Can you tell me a bit about the
influence of colour on your practice?
I am greatly influenced by nature and its palette. The DNA of the earth,
gems, minerals, meteorites, desert landscapes and hallucinatory states
have all taught me about colour and its effects on mood.

“My works are an attempt to research this flesh casing while
challenging its triggering effect on others, both politically and
emotionally”
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Violet Froth, 2015. Courtesy the artist
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Who, or what, have been the key influences as you’ve developed your
practice?
I am naturally attracted to artists who display a defiant attitude. In all these
artists’ work nature plays a strong role, as does a form of resistance tinged
with a brutal urgency that is based on the reflection of their lived
experience. Teresa Margolles, who focuses on the disappearance of
women and violence in her country, Mexico, continues to be greatly
influential. Her works are silently aggressive and highlight the lure of a
minimal aesthetic object, but they’re also tinged with an inescapable
morbidity. Ana Mendieta (of course). Valie Export. Leonora Carrington’s
paintings have sung me to sleep. I am very grateful for the metal floors and
powerful bass speakers that make my organs move. I am a failed
musician—drummer—so early on I devoured music. I moved to Houston
from Chicago and quickly found Pauline Oliveros, who is one of the first
female composers of electronic music who taught us to how to listen and to
respect silence. Queens like Poly Styrene from X-Ray Spex, Lady Saw and
Ari Up. DJ Screw. Currently I am very excited by Elysia Crampton as well
as the work of young artist and trans activist Ser Serpas, whom I had the
pleasure of collaborating with earlier this year.
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Donna Huanca
28 Sep 2018 — 6 Jan 2019 at Lower Belvedere in Vienna,
Austria
12 JUNE 2018

Donna Huanca, BLISS (REALITY CHECK), 2017 © Courtesy Peres Projects, Berlin Performance View
at Art Basel Unlimited 2017

Fall 2018 will see the first solo presentation of the Bolivian-American artist
Donna Huanca, staged in the Lower Belvedere. Using sculpture, painting,
sound, video, and live performance, she forges interplay between multisensory
art, the Baroque architecture, and participants.
In the Baroque chambers of the Lower Belvedere, Donna Huanca creates an
artistic parallel world using sculpture, large-format painting, video works, and
soundscapes. Nude models, whose bodies are transformed with colours and
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textiles, meditatively move about the space in deep concentration. They are
dynamic components of a cosmos, in which visitors embark on a journey from
artificial light to mythical darkness, much like superficial perception can lead
to insight and recognition. Huanca’s ‘models’ interact with their own
environment and the room on their own accord. The artist makes reference
not only to the architecture of the palace, but to the exhibition Egon Schiele.
Pathways to a Collection, which will take place simultaneously. The gaze upon
the naked body, questions of ‘forbidden’ curiosity and sensual pleasure, as well
as the relationships between artist, model, and public become as relevant in
the face of Egon Schiele’s works as they are in the experience of Donna
Huanca’s stagings.
Continuous engagement with the human body, its presence in space as well as
its use as material and medium of art, is a central aspect of Huanca’s
multidisciplinary work. Based on music, fashion, and painting, the artist has
developed her own aesthetic language over the last ten years, with references
to Viennese Actionism, Yves Klein, Cindy Sherman, and Ana Mendieta. Born
in Chicago in 1980, Donna Huanca studied painting at the Städelschule in
Frankfurt, the Skowhegan School of Painting and Sculpture in Maine, and the
University of Houston in Texas. In 2016, she presented a solo show at the
Zabludowicz Collection in London. The artist lives and works in Berlin and
New York.
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LYRA PRAMUK
Lyra
Pramuk
is
an
American
singer,
composer-producer, and performance artist based
in Berlin. She collaborates often with artists such
as Holly Herndon, Colin Self, and Donna Huanca,
and this fall will release her debut EP with Objects
Ltd. She is committed to empathy and listening as
the central pathways to self-actualization and
affirmative collective action, using fictive play to
summon a kinder future.

Donna Huanca
I’m a bit biased, as Donna is one of my good friends and I’ve performed with her many
times, but I’m so excited by what she has done in recent years. Donna’s installations are
an interactive landscape of visual and sound works for her performing models. There’s
tantalizing interplay between synthetics and skin. Her art is a triumphant discovery of
something alien yet also distinctly human and indigenous.

View of “Donna Huanca: Jaguars and
Electric Eels,” 2017, Julia Stoschek
Collection, Berlin. Photo: Adrian
Parvulescu.
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DONNA HUANCA
IN CONVERSATION WITH
VENUS LAU

Donna Huanca’s artistic practice samples our fear of skin. In her exhibitions,
models wearing skin-colored body stockings stand, kneel, or sit in the exhibition
space, sometimes on a pedestal or behind Plexiglas. Nudity is a tradition of
contemporary art, and juxtaposing skin and painterly surface summons the
spirits of Yves Klein and Kazuo Shiraga, whose masterpieces hosted the skin as
poltergeist—a noise-making spirit, an invisible specter whose absent presence is
defined by the traces of its own movement, and who is cloaked by the bodily
movements (the corporeal freedom) it stages.
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THE EXPOSED BODY IN HUANCA’S WORK IS A
DENUDATION NOT ONLY OF ATTIRE BUT ALSO OF
MOVEMENTS AND EXPRESSIONS. BODIES ARE
CLOTHED BY PATCHES AND LINES IN MILD-COLORED
MATERIALS FROM CLAY TO SPICES TO PIGMENTS:
MINTY GREEN, BLUE, LEAD WHITE, PINK, BRIGHT
YELLOW,
BLACK—A
PALETTE
BEARING
A
RESEMBLANCE TO COSMETIC PRODUCTS.
The lack of chromatic conflicts orchestrates a visual quietness along with the
models’ silence; the colors are like lone islands. The act of coverage is doubled
and folded by the artist’s painting on detailed photographic prints. She paints
both surfaces—skin and its images—in the same way. The enveloping of skin
with color is a slash-and-burn of existing skin-related identity narratives,
rehearsing a pre-linguistic tabula rasa on the skin. The layers of drying pigment
crackle as the tension between skin and this other element—its
spirit—intensifies.
Venus Lau
Donna Huanca
Your works involve a specific color scheme (I actually listed minty green,
Dodger blue, lead white, pink, bright yellow and black in another text
about your artistic practice), especially blue—different types of blue,
including Klein blue, which is an institutional blue now. Apart from the
sake of aesthetics, what are the main factors behind your choices of
shades?
I am inspired by geology and birds of paradise, natural formations of color that
are unexpected and rare.
Do you occasionally paint with cosmetics? What kind of materials do you
use?
Yes, I use thick pigmented shadows and foundations, healing clays as well as
charcoal and tumeric.
Human bodies are crucial sculptural elements in your practice. When did
you start working with performers?
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My work is an evolution of music practice which began in 2002, so
collaboration is always a part of my work. I am interested in creating live,
visceral experiences that are more like encounters rather than observing finished
artworks usually found in an art context.
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On the one hand your performers/human sculptures are getting more
and more static/immobile in your works, making themselves into a
sculpture in a more conventional contemporary art way, in which the
positive and negative spaces are very clearly demarcated; and on the
other hand, your sculptures are undergoing a process of resembling the
appearance of human bodies. What do you think about these two ways
of presenting human bodies and how do you see the difference and
sameness between them?
I always wanted to display the live body as immobile as possible, in order to see
the movement and life in the materials it is surrounded by… Essentially
collapsing the materiality of both.
What are you going to do for your project in Shanghai? How do you
imagine your show in that context, where the idea of nudity and
exposure of skin is totally different from the West?
DONNA HUANCA
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For the exhibition in Shanghai, I plan to create an evolving stage performance
which is deconstructed for its duration. Even though some viewers can’t see
past some aspects of nudity in my performance work, I hope it eventually
transcends this question. Of course there are different views towards the body
and nudity in cultures around the world, but I try not to factor this into my
conception of the performance. I believe and hope that it is understood that the
work is coming from a genuine place and therefore is received with an open
mind.
PANIC FEAR CRYING FITS is one of the rare works of yours without the
presence of human bodies, but it shows the traces of human
bodies/activities. What are the reasons behind making something
present versus absent (or present absence) in your work?
I am interested in the nature of temporality in all things. We travel constantly in
our virtual experiences while seeing the world from a screen. I am interested in
the potential of scarring the brain with human smell/scents and the
approximation of physicality, which is rare. The audience can see themselves
through the models, feeling empathy for the human body.
PANIC FEAR CRYING FITS was a homage to materials that had continuously
reappeared for years in my work. Leather pants, velvet shirts, etc.; I wanted to
mortalize these materials, these gestures, and present them as the characters in
my morphed language. They had a long life, first as my clothing, then they have
been reassembled into many artworks. I wanted to reduce them to observe their
potential and beauty.
Skin is a connecting surface in your practice, from your act of painting
the performers to the prints of the painted bodies to your painting on
pictures of the performers’ skin (that is cloaked under the flaky dry paint).
Skin creates the inner walls of your immersive practice. Why do you
choose skin as a medium for your practice?
Skin is a universal tissue that connects all humans.
There are a lot of bodies in your works, and also a lot of double of
human bodies—clothes and mannequins (like the one in Mariposa
Amor). How do they converse with the sculptural bodies of the
performers?
I see the sculptures as surrogates of the performers, posing them as the
performers themselves once the space is without the live body.
DONNA HUANCA
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According to your observation, how does the audience usually interact
with the performers? Can you recall one particular instance of this?
The audience is observing what essentially is a meditation that is hardly
theatrical. The works are allowed to be entered and exited without a timeline.
The performers are living in their own universe and the audience has the
privilege to be in the same space.
The spatial experiences constructed by your artworks are usually of
domestic scale, probably because there are a lot of elements in human
sizes: human bodies, clothes, shoes, etc. You conceived a project for
the Zabludowicz Collection space, which was formerly a chapel, a huge
religious architecture with divine spatiality. What is the intriguing part of
working in a space like this?
Every installation I create takes into account the history of the space and its
original intention/use. Zabludowicz Collection’s venue was a former Methodist
chapel, while its back space was a former dance school. For my upcoming show
at the Belvedere Museum in Vienna, for example, I am thinking about its
original intended use as an entertaining space. The choreography of the
performance will take this into account and challenge the original intention.
One of your projects is entitled Muscle Memory, and in an interview in
Studio International you mentioned that memory is “the most permanent
architecture,” with a practice involving time-based sculptures. How do
you describe your relationship with memories?
Our reality is a consequence of our memories. Our memories create a version of
our reality that serves whatever narrative we need to survive. I am fascinated by
the potential of this to create or destroy reality.
There is a totemic structure in your sculptures. Can you talk about this
aspect of your work?
The materials in the sculptures are like diary entries for me, as they are made up
of my clothing and searching. The totemic form refers to the idea of stacked and
draped materials having a spirit and a certain history, which resonates with my
work as the sculptures are made up of materials that are meaningful to me.
Ultimately the form refers back to the scale and forms of the body.
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Your recent works (especially the ones made in 2017) feature different
types of languages in the titles, such as within Hangisi, Awankitu
(Abuelito Fuego), Mami Wata… Is there any reason behind this?
There are clues to my personal interests in the titles of my works which help
describe what it is that I am drawing from.

There is an increasingly repetitive presence of braids in your sculptures,
why? Hair is sort of creepy, I don’t know why, and I always see a kind of
spectrality in your works…
I am interested in hair as a recording device as it can tell your history and carry
so much information per strand that describes trauma and even drug use. Native
people see hair as sacred and powerful, as antennas for psychic ability.

CREDITS:
All images courtesy the artist and Peres Projects Berlin
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donna huanca in conversation
with executive director peter doroshenko

Donna Huanca, PIEDRA QUEMADA, Performance View. September 28, 2018 –
January 6, 2019. Belvedere Museum, Vienna, AT. Courtesy Peres Projects, Berlin
What is the passion that gets you to the studio to make your work?
I go to nature as much as possible to observe the peace and chaos and its
constant change. Meditation tunes me into a sensitive focus and provides me
with inspiration for innovation and evolution in my practice.
I strive to offer the audience a glitch in the world around them, a portal that
can function as a reflection pool for anyone open to the experience.
How do you orchestrate the multi-layered and multi-disciplinary aspects in
your installations?
I engage all of the senses as a guide to create imprints of memory: sound,
smell, visuals, scale and haptic vibrations. I started working in sound before
visual art and this gave me alternate perspective on working with space.
When working with different spaces, the context of the space matters: the
architecture, culture, history of that environment. I seek to create installations
that can be universally understood through the experience of the work within
these spaces.
DONNA HUANCA
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Are some of your paintings time markers for past installations?
Yes- every painting carries stored information from the previous live
performances and encounters- these ephemeral experiences guide future
works.
How has your work evolved over the last few years?
My evolution can be traced to a focus on creating situations that serve the
performers and audience simultaneously but in different ways. I have been
working closely with the same performers over the years and have been in
conversation of how to optimize the experience for everyone involved.

Donna Huanca, SURROGATE PAINTEEN, Installation View, September 2 – October 28, 2016. Peres
Projects, Berlin. Courtesy Peres Projects, Berlin
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Donna Huanca, BLISS, Performance View, June 13 – June 18, 2017. Art Basel Unlimited, Basel,
Switzerland. Courtesy Peres Projects, Berlin
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Donna Huanca, ESPEJO ESPIRAL, Performance View, October 1 – December 15, 2019. 180 Strand,
London, United Kingdom. Courtesy Peres Projects, Berlin

Donna Huanca, LLENGUA LLORONA, Performance View, March 22 – September 1, 2019. Copenhagen
Contemporary, Copenhagen, Denmark. Courtesy Peres Projects, Berlin
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Donna Huanca, OBSIDIAN LADDER, Performance View, June 28 – December 1, 2019. Marciano Art
Foundation, Los Angeles, United States. Courtesy Peres Projects, Berlin
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about donna huanca
Born in 1980, in Chicago, Illinois, Donna Huanca’s interdisciplinary practice
evolves across painting, sculpture, performance, choreography, video and
sound, crafting a unique visual language based in collaboration and
innovation. At the very heart of her oeuvre is an exploration of the human
body and its relationship to space and identity. Huanca live sculptural pieces,
or in the artist’s words, ‘original paintings’, work primarily with the nude female
body, drawing particular attention to the skin as a complex surface via which
we experience the world around us. Largely collaborative, the partnership
between artist and model is imperative to Huanca’s practice. By exposing the
naked body, while at the same time concealing it beneath layers of paint,
cosmetics and latex, Huanca and her performers urge the viewer to confront
their own instinctive response to the human form, which, in the artist’s hands,
is both familiar and distorted, decorative and abstract.
In 2019, Huanca had major exhibitions at the Marciano Art Foundation, Los
Angeles, California, and the Copenhagen Contemporary, Denmark. In 2018,
she had exhibitions at both the Belvedere Museum, Vienna, Austria, and Yuz
Museum, Shanghai, China.
Donna Huanca lives and works in Berlin, Germany.
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DONNA HUANCA
interview by SVEN SCHUMANN
portrait by MAXIME BALLESTEROS
All artworks Courtesy of Peres Projects, Berlin

Donna Huanca brings art to life. Based in New York and Berlin, this
multidisciplinary artist combines painting, sculpture, sound, smell, and movement
in her work. Real models, often naked and painted, move within the structures so
that her installations become microcosms all their own. Inspired by Huanca’s
Bolivian heritage, her background in music, and the occasional psychedelic trip,
the experience becomes multisensory.
SVEN SCHUMANN — How did the human body first find its way into your work?
DONNA HUANCA — It’s always been a part of it. Even when I was making music in the
beginning of my career, I worked with my body, and I was making my own clothes.
Then, a lot of my early pieces were sculptures of people bound in clothes. I really
enjoy looking for clothes and collecting them, so a lot of these works have started
with the body in that way, like a casing on the outside, and then the layers
started to come off and off and off…
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SVEN SCHUMANN — Until the girls were naked.
DONNA HUANCA — Exactly, and then their skin was just completely painted. Now I’m
doing stuff with panty hose that creates a kind of second skin. So it keeps
changing. But it’s always been about the body. Usually I’ll paint them the day of
the show. I’ll create everything, make the sculptures, paintings, installations,
whatever, and then I bring the models in. It’s only once I place them in the
installation that I can figure out things like: “What colors do I need? What kind
of feeling do I want to bring that would be dynamic?”
SVEN SCHUMANN — Does your casting come down to just physical appearance, or is
there something you look for in your models’ personalities as well?
DONNA HUANCA — In the beginning, I wanted to kind of be outside my body and see
myself, so I was trying to place people in the work who look like me and use them
as sort of surrogates. But now it’s more people whom I admire and who have really
authentic selves in their own right. People I’m interested in, people I want to
elevate, you know? Because I come from music, I really like to collaborate and have
other people involved in my process. So I started bringing people into my work to
kind of activate the objects and paintings, to be a live element.
SVEN SCHUMANN — But you don’t consider it performance art.
DONNA HUANCA — No, it’s just something you’re encountering. It doesn’t depend on
the audience, it doesn’t depend on whether or not you give a fuck, you know? You
can come in and see it and encounter it, but the model isn’t there to perform for
you. One of the worst things is when you’re trapped in a room, and someone’s going
through something, and you’re like this passive observer. It becomes too much like
theater. I actually hate performance art like that. With me, everything is like
clockwork — it’s going on, and there’s a specific position that they’re assuming.
They’re in their own mind space, and that’s what I want to stress: I am not trying
to get a reaction from you.
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SVEN SCHUMANN — The models in your pieces almost seem like they are in a trance.
How do you get them to reach that?
DONNA HUANCA — In the end, I tell them to just have a straight posture and to not
look at anybody and to be slow. A lot of the time, the pieces are supposed to be
guiding the models, so I’m, like, “Look, trace this architecture…” or “Take your
time going through this labyrinth.” The sound component of a piece also helps; for
example, I use these binaural beats that are like meditations that bounce back and
forth and bring you outside of yourself, outside of whatever you are thinking about
— this, of course, also counts for the viewer.
SVEN SCHUMANN — You use music in your installation, but also smell to create an
affect on the performer’s body?
DONNA HUANCA — Absolutely. I really love the smell of latex, and I use things like
coffee to paint the models, as well — things that have a certain smell. But even
for the bigger sculptural things, I use a lot of materials from sex shops and
bondage shops, things that literally enter your body.
SVEN SCHUMANN — Do any childhood memories influence you?
DONNA HUANCA — When I was a kid, and my parents took me to this pagan festival in
Bolivia called Urkupiña. It was fucking insane! There were people everywhere,
dressed up like crazy. A lot of discord and intense sounds that had a big effect on
me. My parents were party people, so me and my brother were sort of on our own —
there were, like, gangs of kids that would just take care of themselves. We
traveled there from Chicago every year until I was around 12. I think that those
moments where you look through the veil of reality are really important. For me,
those moments are sort of what I want to create for people!
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Donna Huanca’s “LENGUA DE
BARTOLINA SISA”
by Juan Canela

February 24–April 29, 2017
Travesía Cuatro, Madrid
April 26, 2017

View of Donna Huanca’s “LENGUA DE BARTOLINA SISA,” Travesía Cuatro, Madrid, 2016. All images courtesy
of the aritst and Travesía Cuatro, Madrid.

September 5, 1782. Bartolina Sisa, Aymara leader of the indigenous uprising against
the Spanish in Bolivia, is brutally tortured, publicly humiliated, and killed by hanging.
Her body is dismembered and, to prevent further rebellion, her head and extremities
are exhibited at several locations known for their resilience. Bartolina Sisa has
subsequently become a symbol for the struggle of indigenous populations
throughout Latin America, and, since 1983, September 5 has been celebrated as
International Day of Indigenous Women.
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The title of the first exhibition by Bolivian-American artist Donna Huanca at Travesía
Cuatro in Madrid refers to these facts, setting up a very precise symbolic framework.
In recent years, Huanca’s work has stood out for its understanding of the body, and
of the skin in particular, as a territory where surface and matter converse with
architecture, space, and the world. Through paintings, sculptures, and performances,
the artist creates disturbing futuristic-prehistoric scenarios where identity shatters
into a sort of schizodynamic production of knowledge. In these performances, a set
of actions is carried out by regular collaborators, producing slow-paced
choreographies that conjure private rituals and meditations in the gallery space,
confronting the viewer with a scenario equal parts uncomfortable and suggestive.

Last autumn, Huanca developed a performance-based commission at the
Zabludowicz Collection in London that pushed these issues to the limit, developing
performances that took place on a daily basis. The exhibition at Travesía Cuatro
delves into this line of work on a smaller scale, generating a space where bodies,
materials, and forms gather to establish an architecture of presence. The titles of the
paintings, through which matter emerges as something between the natural and the
artificial, and in which blue predominates over skin tones and earthy colors, allude to
different types of rocks, minerals, and natural processes, such as Vaporize Rock
(2016). The totemic sculptures, on the other hand, combine a variety of materials
that relate to the body and which stand out for their tactile qualities, such as clothes,
skin, silicone body imprints, natural and synthetic textiles, or re-contextualized
cultural artifacts. Collaborators’ bodies are painted from head to toe, resembling
figures halfway between a shaman and a futuristic raver. As they move through the
space in a trance, following an icy choreography, they switch positions, climb up and
down stairs and props that are scattered throughout the gallery, and engage with
paintings and sculptures in a wordless dialogue. A poem, written by the artist and
presented in the press release, once again alludes to the story of Bartolina Sisa—her
dismembered body, her blood spilled over the earth, and the survival of her spirit and
vitality. This is embodied, in the exhibition, by the constellation of warriors and
goddesses, represented textures, scarred and burned skin, or ripped hair.
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The desert, the animist, and the virus—the scenario Huanca created could very well
give shelter to these three figures, which Elizabeth Povinelli uses to explain
geontopower, a mode of power that operates through the regulation of the distinction
between life and non-life. 1 The desert, the animist, and the virus are a collection of

ruling ghosts that exist between two worlds: a world where oppositions dependent on
life (bios) and death (thanatos), and life (bios) and non-life (geos, meteors) are both
sensitive and dramatic; and a world where these enclosures are no longer, or have
never been, relevant, sensitive, or practical.

Huanca’s practice explores a position bound by these two worlds. It questions
systems of knowledge such as biology, ecology, geology, or anthropology, disclosing
the ontological altercation Povinelli describes. Surrounded by the silent matter of the
paintings and sculptures, one can almost feel the constant danger of life in relation to
nonlife. The indigenous imaginary and the uncanny but vital collaborators’
movements actualize the animist insistence on the fact that all forms of existence
have within them a vital affecting force. All the elements in the exhibition—both
bodies and objects—are impregnated with cosmetic pigments, unifying and
stabilizing the animate with the inanimate, the human with the mineral, the organic
with the synthetic. The bodies’ coloration—like a virus—confuses and levels the
difference between life and nonlife, and operates as an instrument of transformation,
setting up a model for the fragmentation of cultural, gender, and national identities
and the dissolution of the false dichotomy of nature and culture. After all, the death of
Bartolina Sisa is not only a symbol of the defeat of a people against their conqueror;
it also marks the affirmation of a progressive disappearance of diversity in lifestyles
and ontologies in favor of the global uniformity of colonial violence.
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Donna Huanca: arte e identidad al desnudo
Adhemar Manjón
Donna Huanca nació en Chicago, de padres bolivianos y posee una obra que ya ha llamado
la atención de revistas y galerías. Tiene una línea sólida que se introduce en la identidad,
el cuerpo y la memoria
Donna Huanca ha sabido ganarse un espacio en el mundo del arte contemporáneo. Con 36
años, medios especializados la han mencionado como una de las artistas jóvenes a tomar
en cuenta, o algunas de sus exposiciones, como la que presentó el año pasado en Londres,
Scar Cymbals, fueron destacadas en importantes revistas.
Huanca nació en Chicago, sus padres son bolivianos. En sus puestas multisensoriales, que
incluyen esculturas, pinturas y performances con cuerpos desnudos y pintados, indaga en
temas como la identidad o la importancia misma de esos cuerpos.
Scar Cymbals se presentó en la galería Zabludowicz Collection de Londres, el trance
sicodélico generado por alucinógenos como la ayahuasca (que tuvo una importancia en el
camino que tomó la carrera de Huanca) fue un disparador para sus performances.“Todo lo
que yo hago es un intento de centrarte en el presente, lo que los alucinógenos
usualmente hacen”, dice.
Identidad
Actualmente, Huanca tiene una expo en la galería Travesía Cuatro, de Madrid (España),
titulada Lengua de Bartolina Sisa. La ‘lengua’ mencionada en el título se refiere al mismo
tiempo a la pérdida del lenguaje y al poderoso arquetipo guerrero de Bartolina Sisa, quien
en 1781 lideró el levantamiento indígena en La Paz contra la conquista española. Sisa fue
capturada y su cuerpo desmembrado en cuatro partes y enviado a diferentes pueblos
indígenas.
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Huanca pinta cuerpos desnudos durante sus performances, los fotografía e imprime esa
foto en un lienzo de gran formato para intervenirla con pintura. El lienzo encierra así todo
el proceso de pintura del cuerpo, performance, registro fotográfico y pintura.
“En esta muestra plasmo su vitalidad encarnada en una constelación de luchadoras y
ánimas representadas, tales como una piel quemada y cicatrizada o pelo arrancado. Sentí
la necesidad de presentarme de esta manera en este contexto del eje colonial (del arte)
latinoamericano en un intento de curación”.
En La lengua de Bartolina Sisa, como en sus anteriores exposiciones, el tema de la
fragmentación de la identidad es recurrente. “En Estados Unidos las políticas de identidad
son muy relevantes porque la mayoría de la gente viene de familias que emigraron, y sus
hijos, al igual que yo, están constantemente batallando con el pasado y el presente. este
hecho no es necesariamente un fenómeno global”, explica.
Huanca, a pesar de haber nacido en Chicago pasó la mayoría de sus veranos en Bolivia
(principalmente en Cochabamba y Potosí). “Mis padres nunca quisieron aceptar el hecho
de hacerse estadounidenses y siempre amenazaban con regresar a Bolivia, así que
definitivamente había una sensación de que estaría en ese país solo durante mi infancia.
Yo estaba prohibida de hablar inglés en mi casa, siempre suponíamos que regresaríamos a
Bolivia. Era ahí que yo veía a mis padres “vivir” plenamente y no solo trabajando como en
Estados Unidos, desconectándose de su comunidad mientras luchaban contra el racismo en
el lado sur de Chicago”, indica.

De las visitas a Bolivia, a Huanca le impactó en especial la Fiesta de la Virgen de Urkupiña
cochabambina, que de alguna manera influenció en su trabajo. Todo ese caos de sonidos,
danzas y colores están insertados en su obra.
DONNA HUANCA
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Búsquedas
Huanca reside entre Nueva York y Berlin, estudió en la escuela de arte Städelschule, de
Frankfurt (Alemania), y es representada por la galería germana Peres Project. Ha obtenido
importantes becas para el desarrollo de su arte. Con una de ellas realizó el proyecto
Unearthing, que tenía a Bolivia como sede, pero no pudo venir por diferentes motivos, así
que la llevó a cabo en Perú. La obra fue una serie de fotografías en las que fusionó su
cuerpo con lugares cuyos nombres se relacionan con su apellido (Huancavelica, Huancayo,
etc.).
Unearthing buscaba la inserción de Huanca en un paisaje desconocido, en el de su pasado
genético, persiguiendo la etimología de su apellido.
En este viaje, a Huanca le resultó difícil comunicarse con otros artistas. “Noté que muchos
artistas de Latinoamérica solo se sienten validados una vez entran en la “exposición
europea”, lo que es para mí una extensión de la colonización”.
La última vez que Donna visitó Bolivia fue en 2004. También ha tenido dificultades para
contactarse con artistas de este país. “Sé que mi visión de lo que sucede en Bolivia es
sesgada”, dice Huanca, que, en todo caso, ha encontrado artistas bolivianos por todas
partes, como Elysia Crampton, Agatha Wara y Joakim Bornan. “En una manera es
grandioso, ya que todos los que vienen de allá están haciendo trabajos muy interesantes”.
La música juega un papel importante en la estética de Donna, ella empezó muy temprano
tocando la batería y después fue improvisando con el noise. “Estas experiencias continúan
en mi trabajo. Veo a mis modelos como una banda que cambian constantemente”.
Los modelos que menciona Huanca son mujeres y hombres, usualmente desnudos, que
participan en sus exposiciones y performances. “Vivir vestido o desnudo es lo mismo para
mí”, afirma Huanca. “Estoy interesada en usar materiales que se relacionan con el cuerpo,
ya sea insertados o hechos de pieles, como los cueros”, explica Huanca.
Para Huanca, la memoria es una arquitectura que permanece, porque estamos creando
nuestro mundo exterior cada día. “No estoy interesada o atada a las cosas materiales. Esto
es lo que estoy intentando crear en mi trabajo, una experiencia esencial que estará
cicatrizada por siempre en tu mente”
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Publicado 16th March 2017 por arte contemporáneo boliviano
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Donna Huanca reinterpreta la cultura en
Madrid
por B
 enito Guerrero 1
 4/03/2017 en Actualidad

Por Benito Guerrero
14/03/2017
La madrileña galería T
 ravesía Cuatro presenta «Lengua de Bartolina Sisa»,
primera exposición de la artista Donna Huanca en España. En esta ocasión,
explora el territorio del cuerpo en su doble condición de superficie y materia,
elementos complementarios de los que se sirve para construir una arquitectura
de movimiento y presencia. Podrá visitarse hasta le 29 de abril.
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La obra de Donna Huanca utiliza una cosmética que tiene mucho de pintura
gestual y funciona como instrumento para la transformación. En sus
performances, intérpretes pintados de la cabeza a los pies se desplazan
inmersos en un estado de trance siguiendo una coreografía glacial.
Huanca recurre a formas estéticas como el camuflaje, la simulación y la fusión
en una poética que vincula pintura, escultura y performance; u
 na puesta en
escena para representar un ensayo sobre la fragmentación de la identidad.
Sus esculturas totémicas combinan materiales que destacan por sus cualidades
táctiles, tejidos de fibra natural y sintética, así como artefactos culturales que
pierden su función original y son recolocados para crear una nueva composición
descontextualizada.
Partiendo del cuerpo y su armadura como materiales abstractos, Huanca revela
la naturaleza atávica del traje en su relación con el cuerpo como forma
inmanente de trasmisión cultural.
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Donna Huanca: arte e
identidad al desnudo
Donna Huanca nació en Chicago, de padres
bolivianos y posee una obra que ya ha
llamado la atención de revistas y galerías.
Tiene una línea sólida que se introduce en la
identidad, el cuerpo y la memoria
11/3/2017 04:00

Donna Huanca ha sabido ganarse un espacio en el mundo del arte
contemporáneo. Con 36 años, medios especializados la han mencionado como
una de las artistas jóvenes a tomar en cuenta, o algunas de sus exposiciones,
como la que presentó el año pasado en Londres, Scar Cymbals, fueron
destacadas en importantes revistas.
Huanca nació en Chicago, sus padres son bolivianos. En sus puestas
multisensoriales, que incluyen esculturas, pinturas y performances con cuerpos
desnudos y pintados, indaga en temas como la identidad o la importancia misma
de esos cuerpos.
Scar Cymbals se presentó en la galería Zabludowicz Collection de Londres, el
trance sicodélico generado por alucinógenos como la ayahuasca (que tuvo una
importancia en el camino que tomó la carrera de Huanca) fue un disparador para
sus performances.“Todo lo que yo hago es un intento de centrarte en el presente,
lo que los alucinógenos usualmente hacen”, dice.
Identidad
Actualmente, Huanca tiene una expo en la galería Travesía Cuatro, de Madrid
(España), titulada Lengua de Bartolina Sisa. La ‘lengua’ mencionada en el
título se refiere al mismo tiempo a la pérdida del lenguaje y al poderoso
arquetipo guerrero de Bartolina Sisa, quien en 1781 lideró el levantamiento
DONNA HUANCA
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indígena en La Paz contra la conquista española. Sisa fue capturada y su cuerpo
desmembrado en cuatro partes y enviado a diferentes pueblos indígenas.
Huanca pinta cuerpos desnudos durante sus performances, los fotografía e
imprime esa foto en un lienzo de gran formato para intervenirla con pintura. El
lienzo encierra así todo el proceso de pintura del cuerpo, performance, registro
fotográfico y pintura.
“En esta muestra plasmo su vitalidad encarnada en una constelación de
luchadoras y ánimas representadas, tales como una piel quemada y cicatrizada o
pelo arrancado. Sentí la necesidad de presentarme de esta manera en este
contexto del eje colonial (del arte) latinoamericano en un intento de curación”.
En La lengua de Bartolina Sisa, como en sus anteriores exposiciones, el tema de
la fragmentación de la identidad es recurrente. “En Estados Unidos las políticas
de identidad son muy relevantes porque la mayoría de la gente viene de familias
que emigraron, y sus hijos, al igual que yo, están constantemente batallando con
el pasado y el presente. este hecho no es necesariamente un fenómeno global”,
explica.
Huanca, a pesar de haber nacido en Chicago pasó la mayoría de sus veranos en
Bolivia (principalmente en Cochabamba y Potosí). “Mis padres nunca quisieron
aceptar el hecho de hacerse estadounidenses y siempre amenazaban con regresar
a Bolivia, así que definitivamente había una sensación de que estaría en ese país
solo durante mi infancia. Yo estaba prohibida de hablar inglés en mi casa,
siempre suponíamos que regresaríamos a Bolivia. Era ahí que yo veía a mis
padres “vivir” plenamente y no solo trabajando como en Estados Unidos,
desconectándose de su comunidad mientras luchaban contra el racismo en el
lado sur de Chicago”, indica.
De las visitas a Bolivia, a Huanca le impactó en especial la Fiesta de la Virgen
de Urkupiña cochabambina, que de alguna manera influenció en su trabajo.
Todo ese caos de sonidos, danzas y colores están insertados en su obra.
Búsquedas
Huanca reside entre Nueva York y Berlin, estudió en la escuela de arte
Städelschule, de Frankfurt (Alemania), y es representada por la galería germana
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Peres Project. Ha obtenido importantes becas para el desarrollo de su arte. Con
una de ellas realizó el proyecto Unearthing, que tenía a Bolivia como sede, pero
no pudo venir por diferentes motivos, así que la llevó a cabo en Perú. La obra
fue una serie de fotografías en las que fusionó su cuerpo con lugares cuyos
nombres se relacionan con su apellido (Huancavelica, Huancayo, etc.).
Unearthing buscaba la inserción de Huanca en un paisaje desconocido, en el de
su pasado genético, persiguiendo la etimología de su apellido.
En este viaje, a Huanca le resultó difícil comunicarse con otros artistas. “Noté
que muchos artistas de Latinoamérica solo se sienten validados una vez entran
en la “exposición europea”, lo que es para mí una extensión de la colonización”.
La última vez que Donna visitó Bolivia fue en 2004. También ha tenido
dificultades para contactarse con artistas de este país. “Sé que mi visión de lo
que sucede en Bolivia es sesgada”, dice Huanca, que, en todo caso, ha
encontrado artistas bolivianos por todas partes, como Elysia Crampton, Agatha
Wara y Joakim Bornan. “En una manera es grandioso, ya que todos los que
vienen de allá están haciendo trabajos muy interesantes”.
La música juega un papel importante en la estética de Donna, ella empezó muy
temprano tocando la batería y después fue improvisando con el noise. “Estas
experiencias continúan en mi trabajo. Veo a mis modelos como una banda que
cambian constantemente”.
Los modelos que menciona Huanca son mujeres y hombres, usualmente
desnudos, que participan en sus exposiciones y performances. “Vivir vestido o
desnudo es lo mismo para mí”, afirma Huanca. “Estoy interesada en usar
materiales que se relacionan con el cuerpo, ya sea insertados o hechos de pieles,
como los cueros”, explica Huanca.
Para Huanca, la memoria es una arquitectura que permanece, porque estamos
creando nuestro mundo exterior cada día. “No estoy interesada o atada a las
cosas materiales. Esto es lo que estoy intentando crear en mi trabajo, una
experiencia esencial que estará cicatrizada por siempre en tu mente”.
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Critic’s Guide: Madrid
A round-up of the best shows in the Spanish capital ahead of
this year's edition of ARCO, which opens tomorrow

BY JULIA MORANDEIRA ARRIZABALAGA IN CRITIC'S GUIDES | 20 FEB 17
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Donna Huanca, Siltstone (Azul), 2016, oil, acrylic and pigment on digital print on canvas 1.9 x 2.9 m. Courtesy: Travesía Cuatro, Madrid

Donna Huanca, ‘Lengua de Bartolina Sisa’
Travesía Cuatro
24 February - 29 April The Bolivian-American artist’s first solo exhibition in Spain is
without doubt one of the exhibition highlights during this year’s ARCO, after her
impressive performance and show at the Zabludowicz Collection during Frieze
London last autumn. Huanca’s work draws attention to the body but specifically to
the skin: as a porous contact and exchange surface with the world. Naked bodies
concealed under layers of paint, latex and cosmetics activate her installations,
unpacking codified cultural gestures through a visceral entanglement of prostheses.
The title of her exhibition in Travesía Cuatro references the Aymara fighter Bartolina
Sisa, who led the successful indigenous uprising against the Spanish in Bolivia in
1781. Captured a year later, she was publicly humiliated and executed in Madrid’s
Colonial Square (today’s Plaza Murillo, at the south end of the Prado Museum), her
body cut into pieces and sent to different villages as a warning. Not to be missed are
Huanca’s performances on the nights of the 23rd and 24th to understand what this
new chapter will bring forth.
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Donna Huanca: Scar Cymbals. Zabludowicz
Collection London
Scar Cymbals is Huanca’s world developed by means of a fluid dialogue
between setting and architecture, sculpture and performance.
By Álvaro de Benito Fernández

With its combination of open and diaphanous spaces and different structural levels,
the nineteenth-century Methodist chapel that houses the British seat of the
Zabludowicz Collection is a fascinating environment. It is perfectly suited to any
action that requires movements or combinations of architectural elements and
installations. For those reasons, it is not only an apt venue for Scar Cymbals, the first
exhibition in the United Kingdom of work by Donna Huanca (Chicago, USA, 1980), but
also a necessary one insofar as it enables the artist, who is of Bolivian descent, to
formulate the synchronization and aesthetic dialogue that her work entails.
Three lines inherent to Huanca’s background come together in her work. Though
perhaps never formulated as such, the conflict between those lines has yielded
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distinctive and groundbreaking work. If put in legal terms, the phrases would be jus
soli and jus sanguini, two divergent areas of influence in which Huanca has always
existed, the contrasts between her daily life in Chicago and her family trips to her
parent’s native Bolivia, where she came into contact with different sorts of folklore,
such as the celebrations surrounding the Virgin of Urkupiña. The impact of the
radically different led to a certain sense of fantasy or of unreality that makes itself
felt in her art. The third line would be the artist’s studies in Germany, which is key to
understanding a certain expressive and chromatic bend.
All of that is at play in Scar Cymbals. It is Huanca’s world developed by means of a
fluid dialogue between setting and architecture, sculpture and performance. The
power of the gesture, of the human body, of identity, and of how we relate to one
another are the structuring links in a conversation channeled through nude
performers who are covered in paint and makeup, skin rendered sensorial
instrument. The performers interact with structures placed in the main gallery, some
of which— Melanocytes/Etheric Template, for instance—are architectonic in nature.
That transparent composition that presides over the front becomes opaque after
each performance due to the chromatic marks left by the bodies. In other cases, the
structures are installations; the morphology of the sand spiral in Sensory
Neuron/Celestial Layer, for instance, determines the performers’ rituals.

Almost by inertia, a hallway leads to a space in which sound becomes central. The
sensorial and powerful whole resulting from the enveloping sound and the body
serves to reaffirm the identity of Huanca’s art. In this environment, the viewer
receives impacts constantly, whether due to the nature of the sound used in a
fantasy-like setting or to the colors and forms produced by materials that prove to be
the source of the pigmentations that the performers use. Those sculptural
installations, their double idiosyncrasy as process and as result, as well as the
importance of sound art—with which Huanca has been working for years—in them
bring to a close a journey from which escape is not all that easy. The show is a
tireless exploration for the senses. It is somewhat chimerical and yet as real as the
bodies and surfaces that make it up and as true as Donna Huanca’s different
realities.
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The Top Emerging
Artists of 2016
Artsy Editors
déc. 13, 2016 8:03pm

Among the more pervasive art-world narratives of 2016 was the downturn in the
market for works by emerging artists. Market contractions may have limited the
sheer number of new names bubbling up to surface this year in comparison to the
last few. But this tempered pace also allowed for greater attention to be placed on
the emerging artists of true quality and depth who gained traction in 2016—and it
allowed a number of artists who have been working actively and slowly gaining
recognition over several years to step up and strongly stake their claim as among
those defining contemporary art today. Surveying this landscape, Artsy’s editors
consulted a number of data sources, including UBS’s art news app Planet Art, and
the insight of influential individuals to see who among these new and newly
essential names proved a cut above the rest. Here, in no particular order, are the top
emerging artists of this year.

Donna Huanca
B. 1980, Chicago • Lives and works in Berlin and New York

Portrait of Donna Huanca in her Berlin studio by Jonas Lindström for Artsy
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Thirty-six-year-old artist Huanca has long taken skin and the human body as her
medium—from imprints of paint-daubed performers à la Yves Klein

, to performances featuring trancelike nude models clad head-to-toe with pigment,
clay, and bodystockings. But this year saw her practice reach new heights. In
addition to a September solo at Peres Projects, a performance at Manifesta 11, and
a handful of group exhibitions, Huanca tied up the year with her first U.K. solo at
the Zabludowicz Collection—notably, the space’s first performance-focused
commission.
The exhibition kicked off during Frieze Week in London, filling the collection’s
19th-century chapel with stunning sculptural installations swarmed by a gang of
glacially moving, painted performers (she calls them collaborators). Amidst the
scent of Palo Santo—a wood tied to sacred and shamanic rituals—they moved
through the space, lulling runaway fairgoers into a brilliantly meditative state. The
show’s curator, Maitreyi Maheshwari, says Huanca’s work “provokes a mixture of
devotion from her collaborators and a visceral discomfort from her audience as we
are asked to confront our attitudes to the body and all the power dynamics
attendant to it.” These include, among others, looking and being looked at, gender,
race, sexuality, and objectification. “She has a very clear vision of what she wants
her work to do, and is very open to working with others in order to make that
vision a reality,” says collector, philanthropist, and Zabludowicz Collection
co-founder Anita Zabludowicz.
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SCAR CYMBALS:
CORPI NUDI COME TELE DA
DIPINGERE

A Londra, l'esposizione della statunitense Donna Huanca diventa
un modo interattivo per indagare su come comunichiamo attraverso
la nostra pelle
DI CHIARA MOLINAROLI
28 NOVEMBRE 2016

Cicatrici, segni indelebili del tempo, make up e convenzioni: può la pelle, un
involucro esterno che ricopre il corpo, comunicare l’intera identità della vita che
racchiude? In un secolo, come il nostro, iniziato all’insegna dell’estetica, della
superficie e dell’apparenza condivisa con un clic, il quesito è più che mai attuale. Su
questo interrogativo si basa l’esposizione Scar Cymbals di Donna Huanca, classe
1980, giovane artista originaria di Chicago, in mostra nella Collezione
Zabludowicz di Londra.
In questa suggestiva ex cappella metodista del 19esimo secolo, che ospita la
galleria dal 2007 ed è situata a due passi dalla vibrante Camden Town, lo
spettatore è invitato a mescolarsi con le performance di modelli e modelle che,
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nudi, si muovono nello spazio e interagiscono con le installazioni scultoree, sonore e
visive posizionate nelle diverse stanze del percorso.
Esponendo il corpo nudo, nascosto solo sotto strati di vernice, prodotti
cosmetici e lattice, l’artista vuole mettere alla prova le convenzioni del
comportamento umano, nell’interazione che questo ha con lo spazio circostante,
lasciando ai singoli gesti il compito di esprimere ognuno la propria storia.
Tra i materiali prediletti da Donna Huanca c’è il vetro, che diventa sempre più opaco
durante lo show a causa del contatto che la superficie ha con quella umana. I modelli
si muovono con gesti che diventano rituali e con la loro presenza scandiscono lo
spazio, arrivando inevitabilmente a determinare anche il vuoto, dato dalla loro
assenza.
Huanca invita gli spettatori a immergersi sempre più nella mostra, attraverso
tableaux vivants e opere interattive, installazioni ricoperte di modelli di
minerali naturali e formazioni rocciose, che ricordano i pigmenti dell’epidermide
umana. All’interno di questi totem, sono incorporate altre opere, questa volta sonore,
che rispondono al controllo dei modelli così come al movimento e alla vicinanza dei
corpi visitatori, che interagendo con lo spazio diventano parte dell’opera stessa.
Anche le musiche sono create da Donna Huanca con lo pseudonimo di Rua Minx.
Come reagireste in una stanza, circondata da corpi nudi che si muovono attorno a
voi? Per scoprirlo, non perdetevi questa mostra, curata da Maitreyi Maheshwari,
direttore del programma della Zabludowicz Collection.

INFO MOSTRA
Donna huanca: Scar Cymbals
fino al 18 dicembre
Zabludowicz Collection
176 Prince of Wales Road,
London NW5 3PT
zabludowiczcollection.com
info@zabludowiczcollection.com
+44 (0)207 428 8940
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Body Painting and Performance Art
Collide in 'SCAR CYMBALS'
Donna Huanca slathers naked bodies with paint, latex, and
cosmetics to confront our reactions to flesh.

November 20, 2016, 1:45pm

SCAR CYMBALS, 2016, PERFORMANCE VIEW. COMMISSIONED BY ZABLUDOWICZ COLLECTION. COURTESY THE
ARTIST AND PERES PROJECTS. ALL PHOTOS BY THIERRY BAL

This article contains adult content.
In Donna Huanca’s imagination, the naked body is a number of things. A
fleshy sculpture, a canvas meant for paint, an anatomical performance
prop, a model, and so much more. In her first UK solo exhibition, SCAR
CYMBALS, the New York-based artist takes over the Zabludowicz
Collection, installing painted models in various poses and positions
throughout the space. The resulting performance piece includes
sculptural elements, draped fabrics and latex, canvas paintings, sound,
and works on plastic sheets descending from the gallery ceiling.
SCAR CYMBALS, which opened September 29 and runs until December
18, is an ever-evolving installation. Its daily metamorphosis unfolds with
Huanca painting the models anew, then moving them into different
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spaces or onto platforms. The movements, slow and deliberate, are
meant to conjure private rituals and meditations within the space. The
effect is a bit like Matthew Barney doing a live, theatrical
production—making artists' models the actual focal points of the work.

MELANOCYTES/ETHERIC LAYER, 2016, PERFORMANCE VIEW
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Huanca also designed a three-story glass structure that interacts with
the height and neo-classical stucco work of the 19th century, former
Methodist chapel. Since the models are covered in paint, the glass
structure becomes more and more opaque as their bodies make contact
with the glass. Other sculptural elements are inspired by the shapes
and patterns created by minerals and rock formations. The body paint
covering the models is inspired by minerals’ natural pigments.

SCAR CYMBALS, 2016, PERFORMANCE VIEW
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Huanca has also worked as a musician and sound artist, under the name
Rua Minx, and the installation's sonic elements go beyond atmosphere.
Huanca embedded sound works inside the sculptures and created a
“standalone totem-like sculpture,” all of which respond to the
movements and proximity of the models and visitors by emitting
varying bass tones that affect the body.
As Zabludowicz Collection notes, Huanca is interested in how human
bodies occupy and move through space and how a life’s worth of
gestures creates “invisible histories.” Huanca hopes that in exposing the
naked body, then concealing much of it with layers of paint, latex, and
cosmetics, she can get viewers to confront intrinsic reactions to
flesh—to see it as something familiar but also abstract and inaccessible.

SCAR CYMBALS, 2016, PERFORMANCE VIEW
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SCAR CYMBALS, 2016, PERFORMANCE VIEW

SCAR CYMBALS, 2016, PERFORMANCE VIEW

SWEAT DUCT/MENTAL LAYER, 2016, PERFORMANCE VIEW, DETAILS
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SENSORY NEURON/CELESTIAL LAYER (FOOT SENSORY), 2016, PERFORMANCE VIEW
VEINS/PHYSICAL BODY (SCRAWLS), 2016, DETAIL

SCAR CYMBALS runs through December 18 at Zabludowicz Collection
in London. To see more of Donna Huanca’s work, visit, here.
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Six degrees of separation:
From Victor Pasmore
to Donna Huanca
By Sam Phillips
Published 15 November 2016

How do Pasmore’s mid-century stylistic transformations link to Huanca’s paint-smeared
performers? Sam Phillips joins the dots, by taking in six winter shows.
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6. Donna Huanca
“With regard to Klein, I don’t relate to a man wearing a tuxedo pointing a wand,
directing the naked female body”, says the Chicago-born performance artist Donna
Huanca. In her show at London’s Zabludowicz Collection, her models covered in
paint, latex and cosmetics are in her words “symbols of power”.
until 18 December 2017
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Donna Huanca: ‘Memory is perhaps the
most permanent architecture’
The Chicago-born artist discusses shedding skin, the idea of
permanence, and being involved in Manifesta 11

by ALEXANDER GLOVER
Not only is Scar Cymbals the first UK solo exhibition by New York-based artist
Donna Huanca (b1980, Chicago), but it is also the Zabludowicz Collection’s
first performance-led commission. Each day during the exhibition, there will be
scheduled performances by painted models interacting with site-specific
sculptural installations. These works act as Huanca’s response to the exhibition
space, a former Methodist chapel. Rather than battle with the surroundings,
Huanca has acknowledged the site’s previous incarnation by building a huge,
three-storey, translucent glass structure in the main hall. As the painted
models perform within it, enacting private rituals and meditations with slow
and emphatic gestures, the glass will gradually become more opaque.
The line between engagement and withdrawal is consistently blurred through
these daily performances. As well as interaction, human or otherwise, the
materials have a great importance to the overall experience of the exhibition.
Totem-like structures are dotted throughout the space, presenting an
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assemblage of various materials. Although many of these structures possess an
eerie human-like presence, the interaction of the models provides new
narratives for the viewer in real time. The sculptural installations draw
influence from natural minerals and rock formations, reflecting the pigments
used to paint the live models.
Sound is another key component to the exhibition. Huanca, who has previously
made sound projects under the name Rua Minx, built on what she learned
through that earlier work for this installation, which includes sound works that
variously respond to the control of the models and the movement of visitors’
bodies.
As the show unfolds, the models slowly peel off the layers of latex covering
their bodies. Viewers are encouraged to experience the show as it unfolds:
restrained and intensely focused at the beginning, while becoming more
engaging with the interactive works by the end.
Alexander Glover: The nude bodies of the models in the exhibition
are first covered in latex and then you have painted them. Do you
see them more as mobile paintings, living sculptures or painted
performers?
Donna Huanca: I see them as living artworks.
AG: Scar Cymbals is very much a site-specific exhibition in which
you react to the space directly and its past as a Methodist chapel.
Why did you want to react to this history?
DH: Because the architecture is so intense, so overpowering, I did not want to
compete with it.
AG: It’s the first time the Zabludowicz Collection has hosted a
performance led-commission. How has this project been
logistically?
DH: Very exciting. This exhibition allowed me to take my work to a new level.
By using all the senses, I wanted to create an immersive experience for both the
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audience and the performer. The exhibition changes daily as the interaction
with the models and artworks is shifting. The sound works in Scar Cymbals
allow the models to create their own customised vibrational sound. There is
also a piece that is activated by the presence of the body: Nerve Endings/Astral
Layer (Mother) is activated by 40 infrared sensors set in the ceiling, which are
triggered by body heat and respond to the body’s proximity to the sculpture,
making the sound louder the closer you get.
AG: Snakes shed their skin to allow for further growth as well as to
rid themselves of any parasites on their old skin. What did you have
in mind theoretically for when the models slowly cast off their
prosthetic layers?
DH: I wanted to have skin layers in the show. Over time, this work is becoming
pooled with skin cells and the DNA of the performers.
AG: Could you discuss the choices you made, in terms of material,
for your sculptural installations?
DH: All the materials are related to the body, such as clothing, skins, textures
created with my body in silicone moulds, and bondage equipment.
AG: When the models interact with the sculptural works, are they
imbuing the still work with a heightened sense of humanity?
DH: Yes.
AG: Does your work allude to, or draw references from, a particular
strand of spirituality?
DH: No.
AG: Is the pursuit of permanence overrated?
DH: Absolutely. Memory is perhaps the most permanent architecture.
AG: I have spoken to many artists who were formerly – if that can
be ever true – musicians. Some neglect that past, but some
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incorporate what they learned in to their practice. Sound is very
important to the multisensory experience of the show. Was there
anything you learned from your time as Rua Minx that you used
directly for this show?
DH: Yes, my introduction to visual art was through music. Using sound has
taught me about collaboration and improvisation – which have proved to be
critical processes in my work.
AG: You recently took part in Manifesta 11. What was the experience
like?
DH: For Manifesta 11, I was asked to do a three-hour performance at Cabaret
Voltaire. I asked models I have been working with for years to improvise with
me, contributing with their own art practices. Together, we created live sound
and movement. It was a great to be on the stage with my models and deepen
our relationship during this performance.
• Donna Huanca: Scar Cymbals is at the Zabludowicz Collection, London,
until 18 December 2016.
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Donna Huanca: Sensory Exploration

The Zabludowicz Collection, London, hosts the first UK solo exhibition by
performance-based artist, Donna Huanca. A series of sculptural installations and live
performances commissioned by Maitreyi Maheshwari take place in the 19th century
Methodist chapel: a collective presentation of the American artist’s career and an
expression of identity and the body.
Huanca’s work focuses on the human form, drawing attention specifically to the skin as
the surface through which we experience the world, through sensory exploration. It is
also the material that holds our individual visual identity. Scar Cymbals examines the
interaction between our bodies and the space surrounding us – presenting the naked
form as an abstract decorative object. This becomes the canvas for Huanca’s collection,
featuring performances by nude models concealed under layers of paint and latex.
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As part of the installation, a three-storey glass structure, features in the Main Hall of the
venue. Throughout the duration of the exhibition the translucent structure becomes
increasingly opaque as models perform inside it, shedding their prosthetic layers and
spreading smudges and splashes of colour from their painted bodies. Making deliberate
and dramatic movements, the performers mark the space with their presence and
identity, leaving behind a sense of visceral absence.
A collection of the artist’s early sound art projects is embedded throughout the show.
These audio pieces are responsive to the movement and proximity of visitors’ bodies –
giving viewers the control over this interactive feature. This event is a representation of
skin and its many layers, as it presents a variation of different interactive elements for
visitors to immerse themselves in. Using a combination of installation, sculpture,
performance art and sound, viewers are invited to become increasingly involved; seeing
beyond the surface and searching for a deeper analysis.
Donna Huanca: Scar Cymbals runs from 29 September – 18 December, Zabludowicz
Collection, London.
Find out more: www.zabludowiczcollection.com
Kaleidoscope: Donna Huanca in conversation at Frieze, London.
On the occasion of her concurring performance-led exhibition at Zabludowicz, and a
profile that appears in the current issue of Kaleidoscope, Huanca will discuss her
concern with the nude female body with Kaleidoscope’s editor-at-large Francesca Gavin,
a writer and curator based between London and Berlin.
Find out more about the event: www.frieze.com
Credits:
1. Donna Huanca, Muscle Memory. Performance view, June 27–August 8, 2015. Peres
Projects, Berlin. Courtesy of the artist and Zabludowicz Collection.
Posted on 5 October 2016
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M

odels in bodypaint, anal beads, and smells associated with ritual

hallucination: these are just some of the parts of a multisensory artwork by
American artist Donna Huanca, arriving in London later this month.
Huanca will unveil Scar Cymbals, an ambitious project stretching across the
former chapel building at Zabludowicz Collection. There’s a vibrating pedestal,
a low labyrinth for walking-based meditation, and a multi-storey acrylic
structure built into the apse. Body-stocking-clad performers patterned with
paint, turmeric and clay will interact with the various structures during the
three-month show: two of them each day, and 10 for special events.
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Born to Bolivian parents but raised in Chicago, Huanca’s early life was full of
the disjunction and ritual that she has later drawn on in her work. “My parents
were immigrants, they were always telling us that we’d move back, and we
weren’t allowed to speak English at home,” she recalls. In summers the family
would return to Bolivia and attend the Urkupiña festival, which fused Catholic
and Andean traditions in music, dance and richly coloured costume. “It was
complete chaos,” she enthuses. “None of it really made sense, but I enjoyed it,
I was into the fantasy.” For Huanca, Urkupiña’s flurry of sounds, colours and
performance came to represent a kind of ultimate artwork.
Moving between the two cultures became a wrench: “It was like I had two
brains – I’d go through the festival and then return to a ‘normal’ life in
Chicago.” Now 35 and living between Berlin and New York, Huanca still feels
nomadic. “I’ve been thinking about mental spaces and where you feel
comfortable: these are the places I try to make in my work.”
Huanca uses the term “models” as one might in a life-drawing class: “It’s not
like a Vanessa Beecroft work where they’re off duty fashion models.” Instead
she recruits collaborators among her friends and peers. The bond they feel as a
group is something she cherishes, and she asks the models to write about their
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experience after each performance. “They have to go into a trancelike state. It’s
difficult to be in any other state when you’re being gazed at that long. And you
want to talk about it afterwards – it’s like going on a trip with someone.”
Subtle references to this state come from the aromas permeating the space,
derived from Texas cedar and Palo Santo (a tree that grows in the Mexican
desert), which are traditionally mixed with hallucinogenic ayahuasca and
peyote, and burned as ceremonial incense. Desert rocks, meanwhile, inspire
the tones and textures of the materials that Huanca uses to decorate her
models’ bodies: close-up photos she’s made of them during performances
resemble topographic studies.

These photos will surround a motion-sensitive sound installation that will be
activated by visitors as they thread their way between sheets of painted acrylic
and sculptural forms dressed with leather and debris. Among these are used
bodystockings, which look like reptile skin casts, and a string of black spheres
the size of ping-pong balls. “Those are giant anal beads,” says Huanca,
awestruck. “I feel like I learned so much going to fetish stores in Berlin. Those
beads are huge – it’s like a form of torture.”
That counterpoint between pleasure and pain recalls her first-person
experience of going through a long-duration performance, where “a torture
element is transcended and rewarded in the end”. In 2013 Huanca engaged in
Raw Material, a six-week long residency inside a studio walled with two-way
mirrors in Malmö’s Konsthalle. Under the gaze of visitors she couldn’t see, she
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went about her day-to-day life – art-making and all other activities – in full
view during museum hours. Members of the public were invited in to
collaborate with her, but only if they committed to stay for longer than 10
minutes. “It was about not knowing when someone is looking at you or what is
expected of you,” she says. “Could I stand to be watched? What does it do to
you?”

When she first started recruiting other performers, Huanca was drawn to
more direct “avatars”: young women of around her height with long dark hair.
But she doesn’t specify age or body type. Trans models will appear in her
newest work in London, as well as a male model. “The trans woman’s
movement has becoming a subject on everyone’s mind – I’m so interested in
their vulnerabilities,” she explains. “They’re allies in helping us break down
the patriarchal system because they know what it’s like on both sides.”
Withstanding the gaze of onlookers is by no means easy: in the past Huanca
has had to remove a performer from a work when she realised that they
weren’t coping. And the balance of power between models and onlookers shifts
subtly country to country. The one constant? “There’s always some idiot man
in every city that asks: how much do they cost?”
Scar Cymbals is at Zabludowicz Collection, London, 29 September – 18
December. Surrogate Painteen is at Peres Projects, Berlin, to 28 October.
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Earlier this month, Donna Huanca’s new show “Surrogate Painteen” opened at
Peres Projects in Berlin. The gallery is populated by delicate sculptures, fields
of gestural swaths of skin and paint, and nude performers coated from head to
toe in rich color.
Contemporary art has a long history with identity politics. Huanca herself was
born to Bolivian immigrants living in Chicago in the 1980s, but instead of giving
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us a biography that highlights her own experience, Huanca ventures in with a
thorough exploration of what identity is. She plays with ideas about what
comprises it, its translation and, transportation, and finally its fragmentation.
Complex sculptural compositions piece together personal minutiae like leather,
cloth and synthetic hair to create totemic individuals of their own. These
sculptures live beside human performers, dressed in a similar combination of
materials with iridescent body paint thrown in the mix. Huanca’s models wear
her paintings like garments forcing the bodies to both perform and inhabit their
identity. She uses skin as a surface and medium. Anything applied to this
surface becomes armor, which either conceals or accentuates identity. Clothing
is a central fixation beyond its connotation as a chief way to express our
individuality, Huanca highlights the way we affect that clothing (or body paint)
and how that tells a story about the body that lived within it.
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Similarly, her large scale abstractions made by the tranced performer’s raw
application of paint to enlarged photographic images of skin leave clues about
the movements that transpired in its inception. Often the fleeting nature of
performance as a medium hinders an artist’s practice but, Huanca capitalizes
on this. She leverages the disjunction between events and their aftermath in
order to discuss a narrative about the fragmentation of identity in this age of
globalization and exponential cultural syncretism. Her performers move
glacially, like tectonic plates leaving marks as artifacts of their actions. On both
a national and individual
level, Huanca’s environments tell complicated stories about the cultural
transmissions that occur in the interactions between bodies and the surfaces
they come into contact with.
On September 29, Huanca will continue this exploration in a large-scale solo
exhibition at the Zabludowicz Collection in London.
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The Beauty of Donna Huanca’s
Body Art Is More Than Skin Deep
Charlotte Jansen
sept. 16, 2016 2:56pm

Donna Huanca, SCAR CYMBALS, 2016, performance view. Commissioned by Zabludowicz
Collection. Courtesy of the artist and Peres Projects. Photo by Thierry Bal.

Amid the cosmopolitan chaos of London this fall, the New York artist Donna
Huanca is creating space for meditative contemplation. As Frieze Week sets in, the
Zabludowicz Collection in London will be taken over by Huanca’s army of
nearly-nude, pastel-painted models, who will be enshrined in a three-floor Perspex
structure the artist has built. As they press and rub their bodies against the
transparent walls, they’ll create a painting, which will evolve over the course of the
exhibition with the gradual build up of their imprints.
They’ll move “glacially,” Huanca tells me, as they move through the structure and
drape articles of clothing on sculptures that resemble rocks and minerals. For those
who witness Huanca’s hypnotic, hybrid works, you can expect to experience
something between the aftermath of an acid rave and the spiritual ceremony of an
ancient ritual. “I am creating seven points of entry that will deepen as you infiltrate
the space—as in the layers of the skin,” the artist tells me. As they pass through the
exhibition, visitors will be guided by a sound installation that responds to the
presence of bodies.
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Donna Huanca, SCAR CYMBALS, 2016, performance view. Commissioned by Zabludowicz
Collection. Courtesy of the artist and Peres Projects. Photo by Thierry Bal.

Huanca has been holed up in a studio in Berlin all summer, working on this major
new project, as well as a September solo show at Peres Projects in Berlin. The
London show will be Huanca’s first solo show in the U.K., and the first
performance-led work the Zabludowicz Collection has ever commissioned.
Whereas in previous productions—like her 2015 “Polystrene Braces” at Riga’s
kim? Contemporary Art Centre, or “Echo Implant” at the now-defunct Joe Sheftel
Gallery in New York—she incorporated live models into the creation of her static
paintings and sculptures, in a manner that recalls the “Anthropometries” of Yves
Klein, these new exhibitions represent fresh terrain for the American artist, both in
terms of duration and execution. For the Zabludowicz show, for example, she’s
worked closely with the performers who will enliven the exhibition and bring her
new “Skin Paintings” to life. She’s taught them to paint themselves for the duration
of the the exhibition, and although their movements have been choreographed, they
have a certain autonomy that represents an evolution in the artist’s work.
In her solo show that opened at Peres Projects earlier this month, titled “Surrogate
Painteen,” Huanca’s models, somewhat cyborg-like with their impassive gazes,
confront large-scale paintings and sculptures more directly, sitting and lying on top
of them, facing them and touching them—activating them. And although the body
is supremely central to both shows, Huanca is less concerned with body politics
than with the idea of the body as another surface or material. In the same way she
reworks textiles and fabrics that make up her sculptures, or layers of printmaking
and acrylics in her paintings, Huanca deconstructs and fragments the body, to
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dismantle and recycle it into a genderfluid, post-human device that is no longer
limited by interpretations of identity.

Performance view of “Donna Huanca: Surrogate Painteen,” 2016. Photo courtesy of Peres Projects,
Berlin.

This approach may also explains the artist’s ongoing interest in the synthetic
substances she employs in her paintings and sculptures—highly textural and
symbolically rich substances like pantyhose, velvet, metal, silicon, and leather. In a
number of her exhibitions, Huanca has referenced the lyrics of a song by British
punk band X-Ray Spex, The Day The World Turned Day-Glo, which alludes to
many of the materials Huanca favors—latex, rubber, rayon, nylon, and Perspex,
also among them. And yet, color is equally central to Huanca’s experiential
exhibitions. “The DNA of the earth; gems, minerals, meteorites, desert landscapes;
and hallucinatory states have all taught me about color and its effects on mood,”
Huanca explains. These intense studies have led her to employ a psychotropic
palette of purple, blue, pink, and green hues, which she applies across her new
paintings, sculptures, and the bodies of performers.
Huanca’s works prompt us to reflect on the relationship between visual aesthetics
and identity. It’s one of the oldest conundrums of the history of art, but it’s as
relevant as ever nowadays, when identity is duplicitous. Huanca asks the viewer to
challenge what Amelia Jones refers to as the “politics of visuality” in her seminal
book Body Art/Performing the Subject (1998).
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Left: Donna Huanca, MELANOCYTES/ETHERIC LAYER, 2016, performance view. Commissioned by
Zabludowicz Collection. Courtesy of the artist and Peres Projects. Photo by Thierry Bal; Right: Donna Huanca,
SCAR CYMBALS, 2016, performance view. Commissioned by Zabludowicz Collection. Courtesy of the artist and
Peres Projects. Photo by Thierry Bal.

Throughout her shows, skin has been an overarching motif for Huanca. The body’s
largest organ, skin contains a whole biological and cultural history within its
layers—in a way, similar to the pigments of paint in an artwork, fibers in clothes,
or the architectural makeup of a building. It’s apt that the Zabludowicz space
inhabits a historic 19th-century building that previously housed a Methodist
Church and a drama school. Site is another key element that remains consistent for
Huanca. “All my works are sensitive to their environment—perhaps an attempt to
take possession of a space. It is impossible for me to ignore the context the works
are born in,” Huanca explains. While the effect of the work has so much to do with
the impact of the physical experience—the sounds, smells, motion, and color she
orchestrates—I wonder how Huanca feels about audiences viewing her exhibitions
online? “Documentation is the way most people experience art nowadays, flattened
and immediate,” she concedes. “I am aware of this and consider the documentation
an important part, giving the virtual audience a separate layer of experiencing the
work.” However, while Huanca offers us the notion of a realm beyond the body,
her living, breathing, moving artwork depends on exchange, a communal coming
together of physical bodies, objects, and materials. In the words of X-ray Specs, “I
live off you/ And you live off me/ And the whole world/Lives off of everybody.”
Charlotte Jansen
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Combining performance, painting and sculpture, Donna Huanca is
bringing the dead back to life with the help of her audience. For SLEEK
51, we visited the artists' Kreuzberg studio as she prepares for the
opening of "Surrogate Painteen", a solo exhibition currently on display at
Berlin's Peres Projects gallery. Read below for an exclusive look into
Huanca's workspace as the creative explains how the afterlife has
inspired her latest works.
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Images of the body are Donna Huanca’s core motif. Sheaths of
skin-like fabric – painted, torn, burned, creased, crumpled, layered and
stretched – permeate every aspect of her output, and even her atelier.
Today, her Kreuzberg workshop is a jumble of shiny, metallic,
candy-coloured clothes, sheets of industrial plastic sheeting, and pastel
toned paintings. Having moved her studio from New York to Berlin
three-weeks ago, she’s already unleashed her entire battery of
resources, filling the converted garage from floor to ceiling with recently
exhibited pieces and new works in progress. Few furnishings grace her
studio apart from a small stage, placed in the centre of the room, the
locus of her creative process. Currently preparing new work for a series
of solo exhibitions opening across Europe this autumn, she seems
unfazed by the change in scenery. Growing up in Chicago, she
accompanied her Bolivian parents every summer to Fiesta de la Virgen
de Urkupiña, a religious festival attracting up to a million visitors. “Being
little and dancing all night, the festival chaos is still embedded in my
brain,” says Huanca. “The colours and sounds… It was ritual
debauchery and surreal, totally exceptional to my otherwise normal, daily
life. These surreal, psychedelic pockets of time, really fuel what I do
now.” In her early works, such as the 2009 video “Dressing the Queen
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(Pachamama)”, she began embedding found textiles into her work. “I
started to cut up my clothing, gluing it on canvas,” she says, “My
intention was immediacy and painting with fabric was the fastest and
most visceral way to achieve that.”

Today, this approach has expanded into performance,
encompassing models in various states of undress, channelling new age
spirituality and psychedelic ritualism. In these shows, the body, and
more specifically the nude female body, is put on display, reclaiming how
women’s forms are seen with a non-sexual agenda. Painted in various
brightly coloured shades, they move slowly, conducting partially
improvised movements, pausing in angular positions, interacting with
surrounding installations. Remnants from each production roll over from
one project to the next. For example, imprints of her models’ painted
forms like those on Plexiglas panels created in “Water Scars” at Valentin
in Paris last year, become fodder for paintings such as “smokey eye
(cry)”, composed of fingerprints made with mascara and oil on wool.
“Neither I nor the viewer can fully grasp or control the models,” Huanca
says. When shown side-by-side, her static installations and
performances emphasise the role of the audience – who act as
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intermediaries between the two mediums – becoming part of it in the
process.
“I want to focus on giving audiences a meditative experience" – Donna
Huanca
To Huanca, the models are projections of herself, and the Plexiglas
panels and fabric sheaths function as shelters. “Being the subject of ‘the
gaze’ is exhausting,” she states. “And the materials the models wear
start to function similarly to the way we use clothing and make-up as
armour in the real world.” Although she considers these static
compositions to be ‘dead’ when compared to her ‘living’ works with
models, by placing them in this context she reinvigorates them using the
audience’s eye. “To me, this is like looking at the past, like relics at the
natural history museum,” she says, grabbing one of her woven
sculptures. “That’s why I want to infuse them during the performance
with someone who is living, breathing and changing.”

Following her 2015 exhibition “Echo Implant” at Joe Sheftel Gallery
in New York, Huanca began photographing the body paintings on her
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models, making abstractions from details such as ears and crevices.
“When the performances are happening, nobody gets close to the
models. There were things I thought audiences weren’t seeing and at the
end of the night, my paintings would wash off of the models. There was
a sadness in losing those works that I wanted to capture.” She then
recreated some of these techniques in the studio, printed the close-up
images on canvas and over-painted in layers, using the same materials
applied to the models like clown paint, clay and turmeric, incorporating
oil stick and sand for added density. In addition to a solo show opening
at Peres Projects in Berlin this September, Huanca will present her
largest exhibition to date at the Zabludowicz Collection in London as part
of their annual commissions. The exhibition focuses on the seven layers
of the epidermis, guiding audiences through a series of installations in
different parts of the former 19th century Methodist Chapel. Featuring
altars, totems, a vibrating stage and a three-storey structure made from
glass scaffolding, it’s her most ambitious project to date, and one that
she hopes visitors will appreciate as they become immersed within it. “I
want to focus on giving audiences a meditative experience,” she says.
“When you are there, you’re alive.” Donna Huanca's "Surrogate
Painteen" is on display at Peres Projects until 28 October 2016
Photography by Kevin Mason
By Arielle Bier
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Muscle Memory at Peres Projects

June 20, 2015
Lorenzo Pereira
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Memory is a social construct – its content depends on individual or collective
self-consciousness, as well as on social interactions with other individuals and
groups. When someone makes a life-changing move (i.e. moving to another
country), his or her remembrance is prone to so-called “memory rapture”. This
rapture in memory enables more critical and objective examination of individual’s
own memory on past events, as well as examination of groups’ collective
remembrance, which is often a subject of art practices (you can check out the work
by Andrea Geyer, for example). Peres Projects from Berlin organizes a two-person
exhibition entitled Muscle Memory, with new works by Bolivian-American artist
Donna Huanca and Polish-Canadian artist Przemek Pyszczek. Both artists create
work that draws from their experiences of social and cultural displacement as first
generation North Americans.

Left: Przemek Pyszczek - Playground Structure, 2015 / Right: Donna Huanca - Cavewoman, 2015

Body and Power in the Art of Donna Huanca
Donna Huanca is a Bolivian-American artist who uses painting, sculpture, sound and
performance to create large-scale installations that often serve as platforms for
social, interactive and collaborative happenings. In her latest works, Huanca
explores the position of the female executive on the male-dominated battlefield of
corporate life. This amazing artist’s aim is actually to communicate (through her
work) the way power relations in our contemporary societies influence what is
commonly called “the politics of body”. By examining female position in corporative
structures, Donna Huanca investigates how the power suit and bold use of
brand-name cosmetics have armored women in high positions. In Cosmetic
Paintings, the routine female practice of applying makeup and dressing for success
is transformed into a powerful, primal action, employing these normative symbols of
feminine power by applying Chanel makeup onto woolen suit material. In the context
of an exhibition, Huanca’s flat works act as backdrops to be experienced in
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conversation with the body. They are activated through a performance of painted
female bodies glacially engaging with the works and space.

Donna Huanca - Cavewoman, 2015 (detail)

Memory and Architecture in the Art of Przemek Pyszczek
Przemek Pyszczek is a Polish-Canadian artist whose work concentrates on
interrelations between ideology, form, architecture and memory. As a Poland-born
artist, he is familiar with Eastern European architecture built during the communist
era, whose aim was to reduce the complexity of life into human scale units of shared
wealth and community (in case you like street art, you might be interested to read
our article about 10 Eastern European Urban Artists). At the center of this ideology
was an architectural impetus that led to massive groups of housing blocks centered
around parks filled with brightly colored and elaborately shaped metal jungle gym
equipment. In the Playground Structure series, Przemek Pyszczek destroys, rebuilds
and abstracts these forms as a way of reconciling childhood memory with the
realities of immigrant displacement.
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Left: Donna Huanca - Pisces (Brows), 2015 / Right: Donna Huanca -Cosmetic Painting #10, 2015

Cultural Norms and Communal Memory: Muscle Memory
at Peres Projects
Both Donna Huanca and Przemek Pyszczek practices are a product of artists’ interest in the
ramifications of cultural norms and social planning on the body. While Huanca employs signifiers of
female power to confront social constructs around gender, Pyszczek draws on communal memory
and the innocence of childhood to reconstruct a bygone ideology on contemporary terms. As a result
of these interests, beautiful artworks were created that will be exhibited during the Muscle Memory
two-person show at Peres Projects in Berlin, that will be on view from June 27th until August 8th,
2015.

If you want to be informed about the latest exhibitions, sign up for My Widewalls! It’s free of
charge.
Featured Image: Donna Huanca - Pisces (Brows) [detail], 2015
Image in Slider: Przemek Pyszczek -Playground Structure (Calisthenics)[detailed],2015
All Images courtesy of Peres Projects.
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IN CONVERSATION WITH DONNA
HUANCA
OCT 22, 2014
by KATY DIAMOND HAMER

Donna Huanca, Detail, Psychotria Elata (2014), Installation and Performance, Brand New Gallery, abc (art berlin
contemporary) Instagram photo by pishcheck, Screenshot by Katy Hamer

Travel comes in many forms and can be mental, literal or virtual. What I, like many people, do is a bit
of all three. This year, abc (art berlin contemporary) was held September 18th through the 21st at
Station Berlin. Unable to attend, I watched excitedly as images appeared in my Instagram feed and
when the photograph above was posted by pishcheck (Przemek Pyszczek) I knew something special
was occurring. The artist, whose work I discovered virtually by way of an image from an art fair in
Berlin, is by Donna Huanca who also happens to be based in New York after having spent time in
Mexico City and Berlin. In spring 2014, she participated in MoMA PS1 Sunday Sessions with SADE
ROOM (famously reclusive), a mixed media installation at the Print Shop. The art world is small and
instagram makes it smaller. Our dialogue is below.
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Donna Huanca, Psychotria Elata (2014), Installation and Performance, abc (art berlin contemporary), Berlin,
2014, Brand New Gallery, Image courtesy of the artist

KATY DIAMOND HAMER: You recently participated in abc (art berlin contemporary, 2014) with
Brand New Gallery. How long have you been working with them?
DONNA HUANCA: This was my first project with Brand New Gallery.
KDH: I was unable to attend abc this year, but the images of your work caught my eye. Can you talk
about the installation?
DH: The piece is called PSYCHOTRIA ELATA (2014), after a species of plant that can make you

hallucinate if consumed. I want the experience of my work to create a surreal moment similar to a
hallucination. The installation was activated by live models, creating a shifting composition during
ABC, a total of 29 hours.
KDH: When did you start to work with the human figure as a medium (not unlike a colored
brushstroke of a painting) in your work?
DH: My first installation with the human figure displayed sculpturally among the static works was in
2012 for an installation called “SADE on DMT” at The Kunsthalle Exnergasse (KEX) in Vienna. Two
models used the installation as a lounge during the opening of the exhibition. I have been working
with clothes for a long time, however. Garments evoke bodies and carry their form and spirit.
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Donna Huanca, Psychotria Elata, Installation and Performance, abc (art berlin contemporary), Berlin, 2014,
Brand New Gallery, Image courtesy of the artist

KDH: The body in space, a three-dimensional form that functions as sculpture, yet within the context
of your solid/immobile objects in the booth and two-dimensional hanging work, the installation as a
whole felt very painterly. What is your relationship to painting?
DH: Although I studied painting, I never resonated with the medium or a two-dimensional format. My
flat works act as backdrops that are meant to be experienced in conversation with the body.
KDH: Do you ever physically participate in the performative aspect of your work or do you leave that
solely to models? Do you work with people you know or strangers and does this matter?
DH: Yes, I have performed in my work before. The models allow a necessary detachment. The
models are cast in the different cities where I am working, so [they are] mostly strangers. I compose
the installation and ask the models to respond with movements and shapes, creating several
compositions. The choreography is open to improvisation, giving them freedom to find their own
space during the activation. I ask each model to write about the experience of performing. These texts
are part of my research.
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Donna Huanca, Psychotria Elata, Installation and Performance, abc (art berlin contemporary), Berlin, 2014,
Brand New Gallery, Image courtesy of the artist

KDH: The install at abc seemed to focus on blue. The color (almost a Klein blue) was so rich and
contextually appeared to help hold the overall composition together. How did you arrive at this
particular shade?
DH: I wanted the piece to have a muted, otherworldly palette, creating an image that departs from
reality. Throughout the activation, the models created a painting with their bodies by rubbing on the
wall.
KDH: What is next on your artistic agenda?
DH: Working on several projects, please be sure to check my website for updates.
Stay tuned for more exciting projects by this artist and follow her (@ruaminx) and myself
(@katyhamer) on Instagram!
More soon,
xo
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Divining the Future
of the Past
by A
 licia Eler
October 14, 2013

Documentation of Donna Huanca’s “Scrying Threats” performance/installation at Queer
Thoughts Gallery, Chicago (image courtesy of the artist and Queer Thoughts)

CHICAGO — Donna Huanca is from the South Side of Chicago, and she hasn’t
been back here since she was 15, an adolescent girl. The postcard for her solo
exhibition Scrying Threats at Queer Thoughts Gallery is an image of Huanca
and 14 other girls, all about the same age, adorned in gold chains and
sweatshirts, wearing a similar shade of maroon-colored lipstick and posing,
not smiling, fierce and proud and sad and beautiful. Huanca ditched class to
hang out with these friends, and during that time they took this photograph —
a bit out of focus, appearing as a fuzzy memory of adolescence, it serves as a
disembodied psychic connection between the past, present, and future of the
artist herself, who appears at the opening both in human and ghosted form.
The exhibition consists of a photograph of Huanca and friends, and a compact,
fluorescently lit room in the gallery space where a white female performer,
nearly nude, alternates from kneeling in front of a mirror to slathering the
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walls with glow-in-the-dark goo. Fashionably disembodied fabrications of
body parts and matching clothing articles — a cast white sneaker with a
cylinder of wood shoved in, covered by a red-and-blue mesh sheet of fabric —
are situated next to a shoe growing yellow and blue foam. A white pole rests
inside that shoe, and on top of it hangs a sliced-open green goblin mask, its
white mouth and red-spray-painted teeth gutted. Velour fabric rests in another
corner, as if tossed there; elsewhere a pair of boxing shorts are positioned
waist to the ground, and an army coat covered in splotches of white, neon
blue, yellow, and red camouflage against the earth tone camouflage print
hanging on the wall. The performer wanders around this space, her body
covered in henna; she receives subtle instructions from Donna, but mostly just
moves around the space in an intuitive manner, wandering, and painting.

Donna Huanca, “Pisces” (2013). Stretched crushed velvet, 10 inches x 8 inches.

Time and transformation are recurring themes in Huanca’s work, and are seen
through the body, reassembled clothing-turned-sculptural objects, and a
photograph of her adolescent girl gang. For this exhibition, which she put
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together over the course of one-week before the opening while in residency at
the space, she used clothing and objects that she found locally. Taking
inspiration from the occult practice of scrying, which suggests that the psychic,
or perhaps the artist in this case, can see things — spiritual visions or fortunes
connected to the future — Huanca presents her work as less of a thought and
more of a threat, but to what is unclear. Were these adolescent girls in the
photograph threatening for their ability to ditch class and band together in a
serious crew? Or is the messiness of Huanca’s work in what is normally a
clean-cut art space the threatening act toward the viewer and the art
establishment? Or could it just be that the woman recasting the adolescent girl
in this context is in and of itself a threatening act?
To not understand the threat inherent in this work, however, is what makes
this site-specific installation more intriguing. Huanca’s aesthetic divination
process unfurled through the arrangement of a hired performer, fashion as
disembodied sculptural object, and a photo from adolescence, creating an
open-ended narrative that stretched the limits of a chronological and
restrictive temporality. As Huanca’s friends from the photograph — now all
grown-up — streamed in through the front door, a clock did not strike,
divining the future and the past into the present. In Huanca’s work, space and
time are ever-evolving constructs, leaving behind residue in the form of
objects without clear use or structure. It is a vision of a post-apocalyptic
future, remnants of an adolescent past, and a temporal space that straddles
both.

Photograph of Huanca and her crew. Image courtesy of the artist and Queer Thoughts Gallery.
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Photograph by the author for Hyperallergic.
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Photograph by the author for Hyperallergic.
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Photograph by the author for Hyperallergic.
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Photograph by the author for Hyperallergic.
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Photograph by the author for Hyperallergic.
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Image courtesy of the artist and Queer Thoughts Gallery
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Image courtesy of the artist and Queer Thoughts Gallery

Scrying Threats at Queer Thoughts Gallery (1640 W 18th Street #3, Chicago)
runs through October 27.
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Donna Huanca: Panic Fear Crying Fits
ARTS+CULTUREINCOMING

Deconstructed garments are re-positioned and given a new life in the
American artist's Mexico City expo
29th June 2012
Text L
 eah Cross
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Donna Huanca’s latest body of work, 'PANIC FEAR CRYING FITS', is inspired by
and created using deconstructed garments. Like much of her previous work
which pays homage to rituals, symbols and hieroglyphs, the sculptures not
only resemble Huanca’s own personal experiences in relation to her nomadic
way of working, but also seek to highlight the relevance of clothing as a form
of communication as well as an artistic medium. Dazed catches up with the
American-born artist following the recent opening of her exhibition at the
PRETEEN Gallery in Mexico City.

Clothing not only carries our DNA rubbings, but as a
second skin, we are communicating with each other
visually without saying anything. The choice and
way clothing is worn morphs into signs, asking
others to stay away or come closer

Dazed Digital: What was the inspiration for 'PANIC FEAR CRYING FITS'?
Donna Huanca: In 'PANIC FEAR CRYING FITS' I am presenting four new sculptures.
They are from a series of symbols, signs and my own hieroglyphics using deconstructed
garments, arranged sculpturally to create new characters. Although static, they suggest
movement and are read differently online than they do in real life.
DD: Can you explain the link between clothing and communication?
Donna Huanca: Clothing not only carries our DNA rubbings, but as a second skin, we
are communicating with each other visually without saying anything. The choice and way
clothing is worn morphs into signs, asking others to stay away or come closer.
DD: Clothing, or the aspect of wearability, features throughout your work, what is
it about wearable items that interests you?
Donna Huanca: I am drawn to textiles that have sculptural potentials, texture, and ones
that mimic the paintings I wish I could make. I collect clothing as well as find my
inspiration in it. This is partially how I get to know a place, through its discarded clothing.
When I find a good piece, I either wear it or use it in my work. I keep searching and bits
and pieces are found, like clues. They are what inspire the next piece.

PANIC FEAR CRYING FITS will run from 28 June to 25 July at PRETEEN Gallery in
Mexico City
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In search of unknown memories: an interview with artist Donna Huanca
Posted on September 7, 2011 by interventionsjournal in Interviews, Vol. 1, Issue 1: En Route.

by Daisy Nam*
August 2011
When I learned that artist and friend, Donna Huanca, was awarded a Fulbright and was leaving for her
research trip to Mexico City in a few months, I thought it was the perfect opportunity to ask her some
questions. Through our conversations, I’ve learned about her artistic process and personal memories.
An artist’s process constitutes a murky and tenuous state of anticipation, anxiety, alienation and
excitement. Navigation, being en route, through an unknown space requires experimentation and faith in
the artist’s intuition.
Daisy Nam, New York: At the moment, we’re both in a state of flux in our living situation. Your apartment
and studio in Berlin is being torn apart and reassembled for renovations, and I’m moving apartments in
New York. The other day, I was despondent as I hadn’t found a place to live. I was reassured when I read
this Adorno quote: “for a man who no longer has a homeland, writing becomes a place to live.” [1] For
Adorno, writing could be an invented space when he had no claims to a state. For you is it about your
art-making?
Donna Huanca, Berlin: I love that Adorno quote, I completely agree. That’s one of the beautiful things
about using clothing in my work; they excite me because I love hunting for them wherever I am….
DN: Is that what draws you to using textiles as material in your work – the universality of them? Everyone
needs clothes and so you can find them anywhere. What is your relationship with textiles?
DH: Most of my work begins with traveling, in search of materials and experiences to inspire new work. I
like to get to know a place through its discarded clothing and objects. I have many times posed the
challenge not to take anything with me on my journeys, forcing myself to search for new clothes, random
objects, or trash to make my work with. The DNA of the place is then present in my work.
As a kid, my mom and aunt would take me thrift store shopping every weekend in downtown Chicago,
places mostly run by nuns. These were some of my favorite object and clothing collecting moments; I could
be anyone and have anything that I found. We would spend hours sifting through piles. And when we got
home, we would sit in a circle, carefully taking out the tags of our newfound wardrobe and then show each
other and share how we were planning to use it. We would consult each other about outfits and even trade
items.
These moments developed my love for the hunt of energy through clothing, as I really believe this exists. I
developed my work surrounding the re-creation of these ideas.
DN: That such a great story. You speak of objects and their energy. I recently went to this show at Murray
Guy, A form is simply something which allows something else to be transported from one site to another
and Gregg Bordowitz gave this amazing performative lecture. He stated that objects have emotions. Do
objects have agency for you?
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Video from “Testing Some Beliefs”, Performance by Gregg Bordowitz at Murray Guy, July 7, 2011
DH: Absolutely. Throughout time, cultures have created adorning objects that are labored upon to
communicate an emotion that can transcend time, a container of sorts. We have all been at a museum only
to be haunted by an object staring back at you.
DN: Yes, definitely. Even though these objects are taken out of their functional contexts, they can still
speak to you in the present. Regarding time, do you have feel that you’re trying to grasp something that’s
fleeting as you’re mining for memories of the past through textiles? Fashion, after all, is temporary.
DH: Significant events mark time. I pay attention to things that are urgent to me and let them lead me.
That’s the best way I have found to navigate my time.
DN: I know you have an interest in the Mayan Calendar, which basically has a concept of no-time. There’s
just an ongoing cycle really. I mean the world is supposed to end in December 2012, but they viewed this
as another end with another beginning.
DH: Yes, I collaborated with AIDS -3D on a few performative works in 2007 and 2008 about apocalyptic
anxiety. The protagonist was a girl who survives and becomes a hologram and is transported to the future.
Here’s a one of the projects in August 2007 at Program, Berlin.
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Still from “Jerusalem 2012”, Performance Donna Huanca, AIDS 3D (Daniel Keller and Nik Kosmas)
And here’s another at Exit Art in July 2008, where I created the stage for a piece called Network of Love.

Donna Huanca, ETAPA DE FUNCIONAMENTO (SEGUNDO), 2008, for Network of Love Performance
in collaboration with AIDS 3D
They were hopeful works.
DN: I do find your work hopeful. Your installations, sculptures and fabric collages are incredibly dynamic
and tactile. How do you arrive at an idea or project? Do you distinguish from the beginning that certain
works will be wearable and functional and others are just objects?
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DH: I let the material lead me. My process begins with the initial hunt for materials that connects me to
different geographies and economies where I select the most vibrant, alive fabrics I can find. Since I work
with mostly used clothing, I feel some that are more energetic than others. Sometimes pieces want to hide
behind layers of paint and I leave them alone, while other times they are desperately begging for attention.
All the materials are then fair game back in the studio, whether it’s for collages or clothing. Sometimes it’s
necessary to deconstruct the garment and recreate it (like the shorts I made for you) and for others, I either
collage the piece with other complementary pieces to forget the shape completely. They definitely intersect
in the final work. Here are examples as to how these silk pieces were transformed into an both installation
and wearable:

shorts created by Donna Huanca for Daisy Nam, 2009

Donna Huanca, I was you and Never knew it (after Rumi), Installation for Puno Moca, Puno, Peru, 2011
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Donna Huanca, Collaged Silks, with custom made boots (source of materials: Cuzco and Puno, Peru),
2011
This dress is made of a silk scarf and silk jogging pants from Poland:

Donna Huanca, dress, 2011.
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DN: Do places ever find you during your art-making process, your hunt? I know one of your previous
project, you visited Potosi, Bolivia. Historically this is a place with a rich Incan history which then became a
prosperous mining town in the Colonial era. But it is also where your father is from.
DH:One of the reasons I decided to have my “alternative” art-grad-school experience in Germany at
Städelschule, an academy that claims to reinvent the art-school model, was because I knew that would
make my dad proud, he might “get” why I make art and of course it would force him to visit me. When I first
realized I would be moving to Germany, I immediately thought about my dad’s stories about his crush on
German girls in grade school while growing up in Bolivia. Since his mom owned a business in town, he was
one of the only indigenous faces to attend his school.
DN: So there is a personal relationship to place. Bolivia and Germany are linked through the stories of
your father. Could you tell me of your experience while in Bolivia? Is this where your performance took
place?

Donna Huanca, Nomadic Performance (tracing the Etymology of Huanca): Replicating Golden Phallus in
Dream, Peru, 2011
This series, Unearthing, was made with Roy Minten and was funded by Art Matters (thank you!). We
actually traveled throughout Peru, not Bolivia, as the original plan, due to heavy protests and transportation
strikes in Bolivia.
In this series I was attempting to forge myself back into the landscape where I am genetically, historically
tied. I visited several sites tracing the etymology of my last name, Huanca. What I discovered while on the
trip is that I definitely do not belong there. I felt so much more of a tourist than in previous trips to Latin
America. I felt like an outsider…I was not wanted. The people who I came across were a bit embarrassed
for me. Perhaps my romanticism with “my” past was actually not mine at all.
DN: How did that effect your present?
DH: This experience forced me to take responsibility for the present moment and context that is unique to
me. It was a bit painful but definitely pushed me into the present tense, which I am immensely grateful for.
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For years, I have been returning to the idea of genetic memory as a source of inspiration for my work. I was
trying to decipher the deep wells of the past through stories from my father. I guess this stems from a
sense of dislocation of culture. As a kid of immigrants, my parents were always trying to preserve their
culture through me. I’ve realized while living and traveling outside the US that wherever I go in the world,
others see me as undeniably American. Although I see myself a hybrid of many cultures.
DN: This goes back to Adorno who said, “the concepts of native land [Heimat], a country, are all shattered.
Only one native land remains from which no one is excluded: mankind.” [2] Is there a place you can call
home? Is there a physical place you are drawn to? For me I feel like I have many homes, but inexplicably I
do love the desert, is there a place like that for you?

Dessert, Palm Springs, CA.
DH: I feel at home in Berlin, so much that I decided to throw an anchor down after many years of being
nomadic. Because of its heavy history, the city is still under construction making it experimental and
financially forgiving. Berlin has a certain confidence about it where time is not so much of an issue as it is in
other cultural capitals. It’s the perfect base to develop and contemplate new work.
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Park, Berlin, Germany.
I also feel at home in Mexico City. I’ve spent time over the past 10 years visiting there as a tourist. I am so
excited to finally have the opportunity to decipher that labyrinth of Mexico City especially in 2012. I have
had some of the scariest experiences in my life there as well as the happiest. As I mentioned, I have done
a few performances about apocalyptic anxiety. What a better way to put myself in the “eye of the storm”
than live in this insane city? I am too excited.

Street, Mexico City, Mexico.
DN: Anxiety is a part of your process; it fuels you and creates excitement. That’s an inspirational way to
begin and end a journey.

[1] Theodor Adorno, Minima Moralia, trans. E.F.N. Jephcott (Frankfurt: Verso 1974), 87.
[2] Detlev Claussen, Theodor Adorno One Last Genius. Trans. Rodney Livingstone. (Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University Press 2008), 25.
*Daisy Nam is first year student in the MA in Modern Art: Critical and Curatorial Studies program at
Columbia University.
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